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Abstract

This thesis presents and summarizes the research work carried out during the develop-
ment and experimental evaluation of a dual arm anthropomorphic manipulator designed
for teleoperation purposes. The results are generalizable to other types of manipulators,
especially for robots acting in human environments and/or physically interacting with
humans.

Such applications pose specific requirements that are in general different from those of
traditional robot design. To assure safety and stable operation, “soft” robotic manipula-
tors are absolutely essential. For this reason, in this work, compliance control methods
were extensively studied and evaluated experimentally. As a result, an impedance control
strategy with underlying stiffness controller in motion control loop is proposed. To achieve
proper workspace matching between the human arm and the developed manipulator, an
adequate singularity handling strategy must be applied. Experimental comparison of such
solutions is performed and an innovative damped inverse kinematics method is introduced.
This method allows for traversing through singularities with simultaneous weighing of the
task space tracking error. Because the kinematic structures of the master/slave manipu-
lators in a teleoperation system are in general dissimilar, there is a need for a universal
kinematic interface, independent of the device structure. The classical approaches using
Euler or Cardanian angles fail due to algebraic singularities introduced by the represen-
tation. To avoid this problem, the unit quaternion was used for describing orientation
and corresponding rotational displacement. In order to avoid the collisions between the
arms and the workspace limits a virtual forces concept was introduced. This application
forms a basis for local optimization strategies and an intuitive force display for the human
operator. Finally, the force - position teleoperation control architecture was analyzed and
a tele-assembly experiment in 6 DoF was successfully performed. The experimental results
confirm the high performance of the developed hardware and control strategies.

Kurzfassung

In der vorliegenden Dissertationsschrift werden die Forschungsarbeiten, die während der
Entwicklung und experimentellen Bewertung eines speziell für Telepräsenzanwendungen
konzipierten, zweiarmigen, anthropomorph gestalteten Manipulators durchgeführt wur-
den, vorgestellt und zusammengefasst. Die Ergebnisse lassen sich auf andere Arten von
Manipulatoren übertragen, insbesondere auf jene, die in für Menschen gestalteten Umge-
bungen eingesetzt werden oder in direkten physikalischen Kontakt mit menschlichen Perso-
nen treten. Die besonderen Anforderungen der genannten Anwendungsgebiete unterschei-
den sich grundsätzlich von denen klassischer Robotikanwendungen. Um Sicherheit und
Stabilität zu gewährleisten, sind ”nachgiebige” Roboterarme unabdingbar. Aus diesem
Grund wurden Methoden nachgiebiger Positionsregelungen ausgiebig untersucht und ex-
perimentell bewertet. Als Ergebnis wird eine Impedanzregelungsstrategie mit unterlagerter
Steifigkeitsregelung vorgeschlagen. Um die Arbeitsbereiche des menschlichen Armes und
des entwickelten Manipulator aufeinander abzustimmen, muss eine angemessene Strate-
gie zur Behandlung von Singularitäten angewandt werden. Ein experimenteller Ver-
gleich derartiger Lösungen wird durchgeführt, und eine besonders attraktive Methode
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zur gedämpften inversen Kinematik wird vorgestellt, welche es erlaubt, Singularitäten
zu durchlaufen und dabei den kartesischen Regelfehler im Arbeitsraum abzuschätzen.
Da die kinematischen Strukturen auf Operator- und Teleoperatorseite eines Teleoper-
ationssystems üblicherweise verschieden sind, bedarf es einer allgemein verwendbaren,
geräteunabhängigen Schnittstelle. Klassische, auf Euler- oder Kardan-Winkeln basierende
Ansätze sind aufgrund der möglichen algebraischen Singularitäten ungeeignet. Um dieses
Problem zu umgehen, werden Einheitsquaternionen zur Beschreibung von Orientierung
und Orientierungsfehler verwendet. Zur Vermeidung von Kollisionen zwischen den bei-
den Armen und den Arbeitsraumgrenzen wird ein auf virtuellen Kräften beruhendes
Konzept vorgestellt, welches als Grundlage für lokale Optimierungsstrategien und eine
intuitive Kraftrückkopplung an den menschlichen Operator dient. Schließlich wird die
Kraft-Positions-Teleoperationsstruktur untersucht und die erfolgreiche Durchführung eines
Experiments zum telepräsenten Fügen gezeigt. Die experimentellen Ergebnisse besttigen
die hohe Performanz der entwickelten Manipulatoren und Steuerungsmethoden.
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Notations

Abbreviations

DoF Degree of Freedom
FK Forward Kinematics
IK Inverse Kinematics
LS Least Square
DLS Damped Least Square
WDLS Weighted DLS

SJA Stiffness control with inverse dynamics in joint space
SJB Modified stiffness control with inverse dynamics
STT Stiffness control in the task space
RAC Resolved acceleration control
PDJ Joint space PD control

TO Teleoperator

Conventions

Throughout this thesis the term “force” stands for both linear force and torque, while
“motion” in terms of a generalization of position, velocity and acceleration refers to both
translational and angular motion quantities.

Scalars, Vectors, and Matrices

Scalars are italicized in both upper and lower cases. Vectors are denoted by lower case
letters in boldface style, e.g., the vector x is composed of elements xi. Matrices are denoted
by upper case letters in boldface type, e.g., the matrix M is composed of elements Mij

(i-th row, j-th column).

x scalar
x vector
X matrix

ẋ, ẍ are equivalent to d
dt

x and d2

dt2
x

One exception is reserved for the Cartesian wrench F , which is a vector written in
capital for consistence with the literature, e.g., [84].
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Notations

Simplified Trigonometric Notation

sα sin(α)
cα cos(α)
si sin(qi)
ci cos(qi)

Subscripts and Superscripts

xa apparent value of x
xd desired value of x
xe value x associated with the environment
xf value x associated with the force
xE value x associated with the extended kinematics formulation
xh value x associated with the human operator
xj value x associated with joint coordinates
xk value x associated with Cartesian coordinates
xl value x associated with the left arm
xm value x associated with the master manipulator
xo value x associated with rotational coordinates
xp value x associated with translational coordinates
xr value x associated with the right arm
xs value x associated with the slave manipulator
xθ value x associated with the elbow coordinate
fx, fy, fz components of vector f in x−, y−, z−direction
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Notions

Symbols and Abbreviations

Dj damping matrix in joint coordinates
Dk damping matrix in Cartesian coordinates
e position of the elbow
f force
F Cartesian wrench
g gravity vector
G transfer function
H Hybrid matrix of a two-port
Ik identity matrix of the size k
J Jacobian matrix
K stiffness matrix
l link length
m dimension of the task space
M mass (inertia) matrix
n dimension of the joint space
p position vector
q vector of joint coordinates
Q unit quaternion
r degree of redundancy
R rotation matrix
s independent variable in Laplace domain
s position of the shoulder
S(·) skew symmetric matrix operator
t position of the tool center point (end-effector)
t time, independent variable in time domain
T homogeneous transformation matrix
w position of the wrist
W q joint space weighing matrix
W x task space weighing matrix
x position
ẋ velocity
ẍ acceleration
Z mechanical impedance
γ damping constant in DLS
ε vector part of the unit quaternion
ζK stiffness fidelity
η scalar part of the unit quaternion
µ Cartesian torque
σ matrix singular value
τ joint space torque
ϕ vector of Euler angles
ω angular velocity
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1 Introduction

Since more than two decades, various kinds of robots have been leaving the factory environ-
ments to be more and more present in human environments. Scientists envision introducing
the robotic devices into almost every aspect of human life. We can find them already in
medicine, science, military, entertainment and many other fields. However, it is necessary
to stress the main difference between “industrial” and “human” robotics. The industrial
robots work in a strictly structured world, where both the environment and the task can
be measured, modeled, and planned prior to the task execution. Robots are required to
fulfill their assignments with high precision, speed and endurance. Human and natural en-
vironments are, on the contrary, unstructured, difficult to model, and in several situations
even hazardous. So the expectations for the robots in such cases are generally different.

Human beings have a phenomenal capability to manipulate objects using their arms,
hands and fingers. Even the whole body is used to interact with the environment. Human
manipulation apparatus consists of complex sensorimotor mechanisms utilizing visual and
tactile information leading to the versatility level unmatched by technical systems even
today. Making use of those extraordinary abilities, humans can precisely position objects,
modulate grasp forces, detect objects and fine surface features. Consider how easily we can
peel a breakfast egg, switch on a light, drive a screw with a screwdriver or play a musical
instrument. We are also capable of dealing with uncertainties and adapting to changes in
the environment, whereas robots have limited adaptation possibilities.

On the other hand, there are situations into which robots fit better than their human
counterparts. Consider factories with robots assembling parts at greater speed, accuracy,
and endurance than any human worker could achieve. Robots can be exploited in environ-
ments that are difficult to access (e.g., underwater or in space), hazardous for humans (e.g.,
nuclear sites), or not to a human scale (e.g., microsurgery). However, autonomous robot
operation makes sense only in the case of factory automation or structured and known en-
vironments. Programming robotic systems to autonomously execute tasks in unstructured
environments (known as autonomous manipulation) is extremely difficult. Today it is not
yet possible to program machines for every unpredictable situation, and the robotic brains
are still far from perfect.

An interesting alternative to autonomous manipulation is telemanipulation, in which
human intelligence complements the advantages of distance/scaling/automatization of-
fered by robotic systems. Telepresence can provide humans with the ability to see, touch,
hear and feel remote environments that are hostile, dangerous, or difficult to access. The
presence of the human “in the loop” reduces the complexity as compared to a purely au-
tonomous system and the system benefits from natural human abilities of multi-sensory
data fusion, logic reasoning, task planning, execution and adaptation. Telemanipulation is
the part of telepresence, concentrating on the physical interaction with the environment.

1



1 Introduction

1.1 Teleoperation: Definition and Motivation

In situations such as earthquakes, explosions, and road accidents, it is not only the catas-
trophe victims who are endangered, but also the rescue teams are exposed to extremely
high risks. In such a critical situation technology can be very helpful. Robotic systems
can be efficient tools to speed up search and rescue operations. They can explore the
environment using various types of sensors, search for victims, report their location and
plan a route to enable rescue teams to reach them. Eventually, if they had a possibility
to interact physically with the environment, one could foresee robots totally replacing the
human rescuers.

Relatively much has been done in the field of robot mobility in unstructured environ-
ments. Multi - legged walking robots and tracked vehicles are commonly used as the
transporting platform [30, 39, 81]. The existing rescuing robots make also extensive use of
communication and multimodal environment recognition. They also include various levels
of “intelligence”, autonomy and interaction with a human operator. However, they very
seldom have the possibility of real physical interaction with the environment, whereas the
need for doing physical work in the remote environment is reported by the practitioners
[38, 81, 105, 123]. A robot capable of environment manipulation could be used for clear-
ing and securing the way before the human rescuers enter the dangerous area. It could
transport objects, remove or destroy debris and other obstacles, and build mechanical con-
structions to support the walls, ceilings or other objects from falling down. It is clear that
those tasks require human intelligence; this is why instead of fully autonomous robots the
technology of telepresence and teleoperation (TO) will be the key in rescue applications
[31, 38, 81].

The basic components of a multimodal telepresence system are shown in Fig.1.1. In
teleoperation scenarios tasks are performed by a mechanical manipulator, referred to as
“telerobot” or “slave” manipulator. This robot is controlled remotely by a human operator
provided with an arm/hand controller with force feedback, referred to as “master” or
“haptic interface”. Such an interface is technically also a robot equipped with a handle
or a force reflecting glove. The operator commands are collected using the master device,
and sent over the communication medium (usually Internet) to the telerobot working at
the remote site. The sensory information, namely visual, audio and force signals are fed
back to the operator site and displayed to the human operator.

Feedback
Visual

Feedback
Auditory Stereo

Camera
Head

e.g.
Internet

Barrier

Force Feedback /
Motion Sensors

Force
Sensors

Command Signal

Information
Sensor

Remote SiteOperator Site

Telerobot

Figure 1.1: Components of a multimodal telepresence system
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1.1 Teleoperation: Definition and Motivation

Below is a short summary of manipulation tasks that may be faced by a telerobot in a
catastrophic scenario:

• explore the environment haptically

• remove mechanical obstacles: heavy and bulky objects like concrete or metal blocks

• dismantle obstacles mechanically using tools: cutting, unscrewing, breaking etc.

• secure ceilings and walls mechanically; build simple scaffolding-like constructions

• transport important or dangerous objects into/out of the dangerous area

• transport humans that are unconscious or otherwise not able to move.

Such tasks require specially designed devices, entirely different from the robots known from
industry [81]. In the succeeding paragraphs, an overview of the telemanipulation systems
will be given, with the particular focus on rescue applications.

Existing Telemanipulation Systems for Rescuing Applications

Conventional commercially available robotic systems that are used in rescue applications
and have the possibility of physical interaction with the environment are represented by
three examples shown in Figs. 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4. These are typical constructions differing

Figure 1.2: Vanguard
c©Eodperformance Co.

Figure 1.3: EXPERT
c©PIAP

Figure 1.4: thEODor
c©Telerob GmbH

in size, ranging from 50 kg (Vanguard, [30]) to 150 kg (EXPERT, [101]) and more than
360 kg (thEODor, [39]), depending on the installed equipment. Their load capability
ranges from 5 to 30 kg. Such robot units consist of a tracked crawler mobile platform,
a manipulator with several kinds of attachable devices, and an operator station. The
operator interface consists of a screen, joystick and buttons. The disadvantages of these
constructions are their single arm configuration and a lack of force feedback. Moreover,
most of the manipulators provide only joystick-driven joint space control and not Cartesian
motion control.
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1 Introduction

To the best of authors’ knowledge, only two commercial constructions exist that alle-
viate the aforementioned problems. These are the Japanese robot T-52 Enryu (literally
“rescue dragon”, [31]) shown in Fig. 1.5 and the American ARMSII (Articulated Remote
Manipulator System) shown in Fig. 1.6. Both constructions are rather large and massive

Figure 1.5: Enryu Rescue Dragon Robot
c©2004 tmsuk co., ltd

Figure 1.6: ARMS II
c©Air Force Research Laboratory

(Enryu-5000 kg, ARMS-3600 kg) tractor platforms with hydraulically operated two arms
ending in pincer “hands”. Each Enryu arm is capable of lifting 500 kg with full arm
extension of 10 m. The user interface consists in both cases of dual force feedback de-
vices. Available information on these two constructions is classified as military (ARMS)
or commercial (Enryu), hence scarce.

Laboratory based research is yielding more promising results than the commercially
available products. Detailed overview of the relevant teleoperation systems may be found
in [6, 71? ]. Despite a large body of literature, most of the teleoperation related research
concern general control methods for the time delayed systems, due to the inherent com-
munication delay between the master and slave sites [27, 74, 143? ]. For this reason
uncomplicated hardware is used [47, 71] and the issues of the appropriate design and con-
trol of the telerobot are hardly addressed. In most cases, an industrial manipulator is used
[57, 128, 129, 142]. The anthropomorphic manipulators built specially for this purpose are
the constructions of KIST [23], DLR-light-weight-arm [3, 50], and NASA’s ROBONAUT
[4, 34, 35]. Work reported on the KIST design concentrated on the kinematic transforma-
tions and mapping between the operator’s arm and the telerobot, without considering the
requirements for the telemanipulator development listed in Sec. 1.2. The excellent design
of DLR is exploited at the moment as a general purpose 7 DoF manipulator; the teleop-
eration specific works are still ongoing and their results have not been reported to date.
The concepts of the compliant control, coming from [3], were extended and implemented
within this thesis. The NASA design is very impressive, but the details of their imple-
mentation are not available to the research community. Another work presented in [18]
describes teleoperation with a dual arm robot, but it addresses only the master side and
the integration of multi sensory display.

We know only one telemanipulation system that is explicitly aimed at rescue applica-
tions. It is the dual 4 DoF construction built at the Technische Universität München, see
[71, 72]. This work concentrates on the generic control of the teleoperation system and
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1.2 Requirements for the Telemanipulator Development

the coordination of the finger-arm force display for the user interface. Due to the limited
number of DoFs and small workspace, the aspects of the telerobot design and control are
not addressed.

It is necessary to stress the contrast to i) typical large distance teleoperation sys-
tems (space or underwater), where significant time delays exclude real time operation,
so that wait-and-see strategies are successfully implemented and ii) telemaintenance sys-
tems, where certain knowledge of the environment model may be exploited. In our opinion,
there exist specific demands for a “rescue” type of system:

• no knowledge of the environment and the task is assumed

• all computations have to be performed online

• direct physical contact with humans is considered

• the time of the task completion is of vital importance.

Therefore security and intuitiveness of the operation, aiming at minimization of the human
fatigue and attention, have priority over accuracy. For those reasons we have undertaken
the effort of analyzing, designing and building a laboratory system to investigate the prin-
ciples and implications of the teleoperation with a dual arm, anthropomorphic telerobot,
aimed at technical aid in catastrophic scenarios.

The system that this thesis is concerned with is not limited to the aforementioned
scenario and the methods developed here are transferable to other types of manipulators.
However, it helps to focus the attention at high performance requirements.

1.2 Requirements for the Telemanipulator Development

The manipulator developed within the scope of this thesis has an anthropomorphic struc-
ture, i.e., it consists of a torso with two 7 DoF arms. Such a design is motivated by the
strong belief that to transfer the manipulation skills of a human arm over a distance, the
controlled robot must be equipped with manipulation capabilities that are at least compa-
rable to these of the human arm. The majority of research in anthropomorphic robotics is
still engrossed in locomotive issues of a humanoid, and the upper body plays a secondary
role. At best, it is used for mirroring human appearance or being a contra-weight for walk
control. In a teleoperation system driven by a human operator, it is the ability to explore
the environment and to manipulate objects using arms and fingers that is particularly
attractive and crucial for intuitive and efficient operation. The development of sufficiently
large and powerful haptic input devices, together with the general technological progress
in the last decades, has changed the perspective on the telemanipulation systems. The
user is no longer operating the remote manipulators using joysticks, screens or buttons.
Instead, it is now possible that he/she operates them as if they were his/her own arms.
It is obvious that the tele-robots can no longer be industrial robots adapted somehow
for teleoperation purposes. They have to be new developments addressing explicitly the
specific requirements of anthropomorphic manipulation.
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1 Introduction

We can summarize the geometric/load requirements for the construction of the anthro-
pomorphic telemanipulator as follows [2, 20]:

• arm workspace: convex semi-sphere with a radius of 80 cm

• arm static load: in average 5 kg

• dual arm configuration.

Those formulations are very general and will be investigated more in detail in the coming
chapters. Nevertheless, it has to be emphasized that we are aiming at achieving not the
anthropomorphic appearance, but the anthropomorphic functionality. As such we consider
the following features:

1. Arm redundancy. Without changing the position of the hand, the arm configuration
can be altered to achieve additional goals: reach through an opening or behind an
obstacle, increase the structural stiffness or general manipulability.

2. One of the vital anthropomorphic features is the ability to work in the singular con-
figurations. In order to increase the arm stiffness, or to make up for poor actuation,
humans are exploiting the arm singularities very often. Especially, if it is necessary
to produce (or compensate for) large forces.

3. The phenomenal dexterity of the human arm is mainly thanks to its built-in (variable)
compliance (softness). Owing to the passive compliance of the tissues plus active
compliance of the muscles, humans are able to manipulate a wide range of objects,
also unmodeled and unknown before.

4. Human hands may take arbitrary positions and orientations within their workspace.
Therefore all the control strategies must be applicable in 6 DoF. Limiting the number
of DoFs is unacceptable.

1.3 Main Contributions and Outline of the Dissertation

This thesis summarizes the efforts undertaken to implement the aforementioned anthropo-
morphic prompts in a telerobotic system. The need of replication of human manipulation
capabilities induced a re-thinking of almost every aspect of robot development. As already
pointed out before, the performance of the early teleoperation systems was drastically lim-
ited by the performance of the input devices. Correspondingly, the manipulators used as
telerobots were not very advanced: in many cases industrial manipulators were applied. It
is the progress in the development of haptic interfaces that forces us to come back to the
specific design of a tele-robotic torso with arms. As far as we know, this is one of the very
few examples of robotic arm design for teleoperation purposes, and the only one with the
anthropomorphic features as specified in previous paragraph. Because the robotic system
presented in this thesis was built from scratch, the concepts presented here were verified
experimentally at every stage of the development.
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1.3 Main Contributions and Outline of the Dissertation

The thesis is organized in seven chapters regarding several aspect of the development
of the anthropomorphic telerobotic system. Chapters 2 - 4 present the specific issues of
the design and control of the 7 DoF manipulator. Chapters 5 and 6 concern the problems
of implementation of the developed methods in the teleoperation system. Each chapter
includes a detailed review of the relevant literature.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the kinematic design and control of the telemanipulator arms.
First the kinematic structure is presented, with corresponding forward and inverse solutions
in a closed algebraic form. For efficient redundancy handling, the extended kinematic
concept is introduced with parametrization of the motion of the redundant degrees of
freedom. The concept of the self motion parametrization of a redundant arm is well known
[112, 147]. However, our method for describing the elbow motion from the perspective of
the human operator (in the biophysically meaningful coordinates) is new in the robotic
community. The elbow motion may be sensed and used as input for the control of the
telerobot without resorting to the exoskeleton type of constructions. Such an approach
makes it possible to solve the inverse kinematics problem analytically. The concept may
be applied to all kinds of 7 DoF manipulators, and the solution to 7 DoF manipulators
without joint offset.

To achieve proper workspace matching between the human arm and the developed ma-
nipulator, an adequate singularity handling strategy must be applied. A review and ex-
perimental comparison of such solutions is given in Sec. 2.3. We introduce a particularly
attractive and novel Weighted Damped Inverse Kinematics with Task Priority in Sec. 2.3.5.
This method allows for traversing through singularities with simultaneous weighing of the
task space tracking error. This way it is possible to assign different levels of importance
to the task coordinates, e.g., the elbow motion may be tracked in a less accurate way. The
method is generic and may be used for all types of manipulators.

Chapter 3 describes the orientation representation and the orientation error definition.
This is necessary for two reasons. First, because the kinematic structures of both mas-
ter and slave manipulators are in general dissimilar, there is a need of a universal kine-
matic interface, independent of the device structure. Second, since the target tasks are
strictly spatial (6 DoF) a suitable orientation representation must be used. The classical
approaches using Euler or Cardanian angles fail in teleoperation scenarios due to algebraic
singularities introduced by the representation. To avoid this problem, unit quaternions
are used for describing orientation and corresponding rotational displacement. Simulation
results comparing the performance of Euler angle and quaternion representation are pre-
sented. To our best knowledge, the usage of unit quaternions in teleoperation systems has
not been reported elsewhere. Finally, a complete formulation of the task space vector is
given.

Chapter 4 elaborates on the issues of manipulator control. The aim of this work is to find
a control method assuring simultaneously good tracking and high fidelity of the desired
impedance. A review of compliance control methods is given and several compliance control
methods are experimentally compared. Among other issues, the tracking performance,
impedance display fidelity, direction decoupling and the ability to control the null space
compliance are taken as comparison criteria. The last feature is important in order to
handle unexpected contacts that cannot be sensed by means of the wrist force/torque
sensor. In order to control the redundant DoFs in a compliant manner, the extended
kinematics concept was applied. As a result, an impedance control strategy with underlying
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1 Introduction

stiffness controller in motion control loop is proposed. The idea is new and was not reported
in the literature to date.

Chapter 5 analyzes the teleoperation control loop as a benchmark for previously de-
veloped control methods. We show that the force/position architecture exploited in the
experiments is a special case of the general four channel architecture. A method for tuning
the impedance parameters of the slave robot is proposed. This method is based on the op-
timization of time-based or frequency-based objective function, which is derived from the
transparency definition. Stability and transparency are analyzed and the teleoperation ex-
periments in 6 DoF with the haptic input device ViSHaRD10 [131] are presented. Detailed
description of the experimental setup and of the assignments is given. The experiments
consist of haptic exploration of objects possessing different stiffness characteristics, and a
of teleoperated screw-tightening task.

Chapter 6 introduces the concept of virtual forces for avoiding collisions between the two
arms and the workspace boundaries. In a dual configuration, every arm becomes virtually
a moving obstacle for the other one. Partitioning the workspace between the manipula-
tors is not a solution for fine manipulation. Instead, the workspace should be shared in a
dynamic way. The concept of virtual forces makes it possible; moreover, the advantage is
twofold. First, exploiting the arm redundancy, certain types of collisions may be avoided
with the escape null motions. This is achieved by the means of a local controller aiming
at minimization of the virtual force. This is an example of the shared control in a tele-
operation system. Second, the virtual forces corresponding to the unavoidable collisions,
e.g., workspace boundaries or arm to arm collisions, are displayed to the human operator
using the haptic interface. As a result, intuitive user involvement in collision avoidance is
achieved. The basic idea of virtual forces comes from previous work in dual robot telema-
nipulation. The works presented in [71] used visual display to signal the collision danger,
what was however reported to increase the user burden. This is unacceptable in a dexter-
ous telemanipulation system. The concept presented in chapter 6 is simple and effective.
It was not reported in other teleoperation system to date, except the preliminary work
[71]. However, it is highly recommendable for multi robot teleoperation systems.

Chapter 7 closes the thesis with concluding remarks and directions for the future work.

For more information regarding this dissertation, including source code, detailed images
and videos, the reader is kindly encouraged to visit the www.lsr.ei.tum.de/team/stan.
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2 Telemanipulator Kinematics

The need for human-equivalent manipulative capabilities has motivated the development
of a dexterous, dual arm robotic system. Its main purpose is to work on the remote site of
the teleoperation system. Since teleoperation systems are controlled by human operators,
it is required that the telerobot mirrors the human motion as closely as possible.

Anthropomorphic robot designs have been challenging many researchers, as well as prac-
titioners in robotics [3, 50, 69, 112, 113, 143] and computer animation community [86, 147],
and within the last two decades have been accepted. However, due to high levels of task
orientation, several aspects of the kinematic control are still unsolved. As mentioned
before, one has to consider the difference between the industrial robots and an anthro-
pomorphic structure. First, the industrial manipulators are built usually as maximum
6 DoF devices, whereas the human arm has significantly more DoFs, which results in a
redundant structure. The redundancy is used by humans to reconfigure the arms in order
to achieve additional tasks e.g., reach through an opening, avoid obstacles, increase the
manipulability or perform a whole arm grip. Industrial robots are not assigned to such
tasks; they work simply in a structured environment where the redundancy is not necessary
and is avoided due to financial constraints. The second major difference is the contrary
singularity handling. Industrial manipulators are configured to avoid the singularities due
to mechanical and control problems at such configurations. On the contrary, humans ex-
ploit their singular-like configurations (hand and forearm aligned, forearm and upper arm
aligned) very often because at these configurations the arm structural stiffness is highest.
It is particularly important in tasks requiring exertion of large forces. Consider pushing
a disabled car or carrying a heavy load: the arms are always outstretched since the arm
bones are much more rigid than the muscles. Our teleoperation experiments, described
in Sec. 5.5, showed that in fact, for large force generation, the robot was driven into the
singular configuration, just as the human operator would drive his/her own arm.

In this chapter issues related to the kinematics of the anthropomorphic telemanipu-
lator are presented. The kinematic design with the corresponding forward and inverse
solutions in an analytical form are given in Sec. 2.1 and Sec. 2.2.1. Physically meaningful
parametrization of the elbow motion resulting from the arm redundancy is described in
Sec. 2.1.2. The analytical inverse kinematics introduce the problem of singular configura-
tions, which are analyzed for the spherical wrist in Sec. 2.2.2. Second part of the chapter
studies the velocity-based inverse kinematics algorithms with respect to their singularity
robustness. Sec. 2.3 comprises a detailed review of the commonly used Jacobian methods,
as a way of derivation of a particularly attractive Weighted Damped Least Square Method,
which is outlined in Sec. 2.3.5, and evaluated experimentally in Sec. 2.4. Finally, two re-
dundancy resolution methods are described: the optimization methods with the Jacobian
pseudoinverse in Sec. 2.5.1, and the extended kinematics method in Sec. 2.5.2.
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2 Telemanipulator Kinematics

2.1 Telemanipulator Kinematic Design

The telemanipulator consists of two identical, human-scaled arms, connected in a mirrored
configuration imitating anthropomorphic torso structure shown in Fig. 2.1. Kinematic
analysis of human limbs reveals that the minimum number of DoFs used for their modeling
is 7, although there exist approaches representing human arms as 8, 10 or more DoFs [2,
20, 69, 75, 86]. Since the kinematical structure of the human operator and the slave robot
do not need to match exactly (on the condition of workspace matching), a 7 DoF structure
is chosen as a trade-off between system complexity and performance. Investigations of
possible 7 DoF structures result in the design shown in Fig. 2.1, which is proved in [55] to
be optimal in the sense of “elimination of singularities, mechanical realizability, kinematic
simplicity and workspace shape”. The design consists of two spherical joints with three
DoFs at the shoulder and the wrist, and one rotational joint at the elbow. The Denavit-

1DoF

Shoulder R
3DoF

Upper
Arm R

Forearm R

Upper
Arm L

Forearm L

Wrist L
3DoF

Base

Hand R

Shoulder L

Hand L

3DoF

Ellbow R
1DoF

Wrist R
3DoF

Ellbow L

Figure 2.1: Design of the dual arm telerobotic manipulator: CAD drawing, front view

Hartenberg parameters for the arm, according to the convention in e.g., [111, 118], are
listed in Tab. A.4, the corresponding set of frames is shown in Fig. 2.2.

Human shoulder and human wrist are highly complex kinematic structures, whereas a
spherical joint is merely an approximation. Nevertheless, the Cartesian workspace does
not suffer because of that, due to the increased angle ranges in joint space [2, 69].

2.1.1 Forward Kinematics for a 7 DoF Manipulator

The kinematic notation and the derivations are given as in standard robotic books [111,
118]. The position and orientation of the robot end-effector is described uniquely with a
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2.1 Telemanipulator Kinematic Design
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Figure 2.2: Kinematic structure and link
coordinate systems of the 7 DoF arm

Figure 2.3: Photograph of the physical arm
construction

Table 2.1: Teleoperator Denavit-Hartenberg parameters, l1 = 0.2655 m for the right arm and
l1 = −0.2655 m for the left arm

Joint nr Link offset Link length Link twist
i ai li [m] αi [rad]
1 0 l1 π/2
2 0 0 π/2
3 0 0.312 −π/2
4 0 0 π/2
5 0 0.312 −π/2
6 0 0 π/2
7 0 0.244 π/2

homogeneous transformation matrix

T 7
0 =

[

R p

0 1

]

, (2.1)

where p = [px py pz]T will be referred to as Cartesian position vector and 3×3 matrix R as
the orientation matrix. The matrix T 7

0 is computed using the link homogeneous matrices
as in [118]

T 7
0 = A1A2 . . . A7. (2.2)
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2 Telemanipulator Kinematics

The end-effector velocity is described by the time derivative of the vector p, while its
angular velocity ω is expressed as the time derivative of the rotation matrix R

Ṙ = S(ω)R, (2.3)

where S(·) is the skew symmetric matrix operator. The Cartesian and joint space velocities
are related by the mapping

[

ṗ

ω

]

= J(q)q̇, (2.4)

where q is the vector of joint coordinates. The matrix J used here is called geometrical
[111] or spatial [84] Jacobian, because it refers to geometrical velocities in Cartesian space,
independently from the orientation parametrization, see Sec. 3.2. For an n-link robot it is
computed with the formulas [111, 118]:

J = [J1J2 . . . Jn]

J i =

[

zi−1 × (on − oi−1)
zi−1

]

, (2.5)

where zi is the unit vector showing the rotation axis of the i-th link, and oi denotes the
vector from the origin of the frame 0 to the origin of the frame i. For the detailed forward
kinematic formulation, see App. A.1. The geometrical Jacobian is much less computa-
tionally expensive than the analytical Jacobian obtained by differentiation of the forward
kinematics solution [111]. In case of the analytical Jacobian, the corresponding relation
between the rotational velocity and the derivatives of the task space parameters depends
strongly on the chosen orientation representation, as explained in Chapter 3. This rep-
resentation introduces additional algebraic singularities, which may cause severe stability
problems. This property will be explained more in detail in Sec. 3.2.1. Algebraic singu-
larities do not exist in case of the geometrical Jacobian. Its inversion is sensitive only to
mechanical singularities, see Sec. 2.2.2.

2.1.2 Definition of the Elbow Angle: Self Motion Parametrization

In case of the anthropomorphic manipulator it is possible to describe the self motion in
a physically meaningful way. The self motion results from the kinematic redundancy, and
its physical meaning is as follows: if one holds the shoulder s, the wrist w in a fixed position,
the elbow e is free to swivel about the axis from the shoulder to the wrist, as shown in
Fig. 2.4. This phenomenon is referred to in the literature as “orbiting” [86, 147], and the
corresponding parameter is called arm or elbow angle. The elbow position on the circle
is determined by specifying the angle θ, which is the angle between the arm projection of
the “zero position” e0 and the actual position e onto the plane of the circle. The choice of
“zero position” is arbitrary; in our case, the elbow angle is computed as the angle between
the planes 4srslwr and 4srerwr

sin θ = −s2s3s4

|s4|
(2.6)

cos θ = −|s4|
s4c2 + s2c3(1 + c4)

√

2s4(1 + c4)
(2.7)

θ = atan2(sin θ, cos θ), (2.8)
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2.2 Closed Form Inverse Kinematics Algorithm for 7 DoF Anthropomorphic Arm

z0

s
e

e0

w

t
θ

Figure 2.4: The elbow circle definition

where the right arm is taken as an example (index ’l’ refers to the left arm, whereas
’r’ or no index refers to the right arm). The variables si = sin qi and ci = cos qi are
the functions of the corresponding i-th joint variable. It is interesting to notice that the
elbow angle is a physiological measure, independent from the arm size and the posture
of the whole body. Therefore it may be used to control the arm self motion by different
human operators without scaling or extensive calibration measures. Other ways of the
self motion description base on the elbow positioning in absolute coordinates [69], which
requires calibration for every operator, due to different arm size and geometry.

For the analytical proof that the elbow motion lies in the null space of the Jacobian,
please refer to App. A.2.

2.2 Closed Form Inverse Kinematics Algorithm for 7 DoF

Anthropomorphic Arm

The specific construction of the 7 DoF arm makes it possible that, despite the redundancy,
we can obtain the analytical solution to the inverse kinematics problem. In the following
sections, a method based on the parametrization of the self motion is outlined. First, at
the position level and second, on the velocity level. Finally, the influence of the singularity
on the solution is analyzed.

2.2.1 Position-Based Inverse Kinematics Algorithm

The inverse kinematics (IK) problem is stated as follows: find the joint coordinates
q = [q1, q2, ..., q7]

T , given a homogeneous transformation matrix T 7
0, defined as in (2.1).

First, one needs to note that this equation, due to the arm redundancy, does not have a
unique solution. In case of an anthropomorphic structure however, the specific mechanical
construction of the arm makes it possible to find a solution, after having extended the task
space with the elbow angle θ. Later on, we assume θ to be given. The wrist partitioning
method described in [118] and [55] is used. This approach refers to manipulators, whose
last three rotation axes intersect in one point, forming a spherical wrist. The movement
of those three joints does not affect the wrist position w, which depends only on the first
four angles. The whole problem may be decoupled then into two simpler problems, namely
inverse position kinematics and inverse orientation kinematics.
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2 Telemanipulator Kinematics

The algorithm used here may be summarized as follows. For the class of manipulators
with the spherical wrist, and the wrist length l7, the wrist position w is calculated by

w = p − l7R





0
0
1



 . (2.9)

Having obtained w, one finds the first four angles (q1, ..., q4) that put the wrist at w, and
a set of Euler angles corresponding to the rotation matrix

R4
7 = (R4

0)
T R, (2.10)

where R4
0 is the orientation matrix of the frame 4 in reference to the world coordinates,

and R7
4 is the orientation matrix of the tool in reference to the frame 4.

Solution for q4

Because q4 is the only variable that determines the distance between the shoulder and the
wrist, it is calculated from the triangle formed by the shoulder s, elbow e and the wrist w,
see Fig.2.5:

q4 = π − acos
l23 + l25 − |w − s|2

2l3l5
. (2.11)

In the implementation it is assumed that the elbow bends only in one direction,
i.e., q4 ∈ (0, π). It is possible to extend the solution with q ′4 = −q4 with a suitable se-
lection algorithm.PSfrag replacements

l3

l5

l7

e

t

s x0

y0

z0
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q′1

q′2

α

β

w

w′

Figure 2.5: The 7 DoF arm at θ=0
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2.2 Closed Form Inverse Kinematics Algorithm for 7 DoF Anthropomorphic Arm

Solution for q1 and q2

We start with finding the q0
1 and q0

2 that would result if θ = 0, as shown in Fig. 2.5. In
this position, both the upper arm l3 and the lower arm l5 lie in a plane normal to the
plane determined by the axes x0 and y0. We use the plain trigonometry rules for those
two planes, which results in:

q0
1 = atan2(wx, wy) (2.12)

q0
2 = α + β +

π

2
= asin

wz

|w| + asin(l5
sin(π − |q4|)

|w| ) +
π

2
, (2.13)

where the superscript 0 denotes a quantity referred to θ = 0. The elbow position e0 for q0
1

and q0
2 is given by:

e0 = A0
1A

0
2





0
0
l3



 = l3





cos(q0
1) sin(q0

2)
sin(q0

1) sin(q0
2)

− cos(q0
2)



 . (2.14)

In order to find the new elbow position e we need to derive a rotation matrix Rn,θ,
representing the rotation of θ degrees about the shoulder to wrist axis, so that

e = e0Rn,θ. (2.15)

Using the Rodrigues formula, the new elbow position is found

e = n(n · e0)(1 − cos θ) + e0 cos θ + n × e0 sin θ (2.16)

and the first two joint angles

q1 = atan2(ey, ex) (2.17)

q2 = atan2(
√

e2
x + e2

y,−ez). (2.18)

Solution for q3

We can obtain q3 by solving the wrist position equation

A1A2A3A4









0
0
l3
1









= w, (2.19)

which takes the form




l3c1s2 + l5(c1c4s2 + (c1c2c3 + s1s3)s4)
l3s1s2 + l5(c4s1s2 + (c2c3s1 − c1s3)s4)

l1 − l3c2 + l5(−c2c4 + c3s2s4)



 =





wx

wy

wz



 . (2.20)

Solving for s3 and c3 yields

s3 =
−c1l3s2 − c1c4l5s2 − c1c2c3l5s4 + wx

l5s1s4

(2.21)

c3 =
−l1 + c2l3 + c2c4l5 + wz

l5s2s4

, (2.22)

hence the third angle is computed as

q3 = atan2(s3, c3). (2.23)
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2 Telemanipulator Kinematics

Wrist joint angles

Having obtained the first four angles, we find the hand orientation U = (R4
0)

T R relative
to the forearm. The wrist joint angles are found as a set of Euler angles by solving the
following equation:

R7
4 = U (2.24)





c5c6c7 − s5s7 −c5c6s7 − s5c7 −c5s6

s5c6c7 + c5s7 −s5c6s7 − c5c7 −s5s6

s6c7 −s6s7 c6



 = U . (2.25)

Due to the physical nature of spherical wrists, there exist always two solutions to (2.25)
determined by the middle (in this case 6-th) joint. For s6 6= 0 one gets 2 sets of solutions
distinguished by (′) or (′′)

q′6 = acos(u33) (2.26)

q′5 = atan2(−u23/s
′
6),−u13/s

′
6)) (2.27)

q′7 = atan2(−u32/s
′
6), u31/s

′
6)) (2.28)

or

q′′6 = −acos(u33) (2.29)

q′′5 = atan2(−u23/s
′′
6),−u13/s

′′
6)) (2.30)

q′′7 = atan2(−u32/s
′′
6), u31/s

′′
6)). (2.31)

For s6 = 0 equation (2.25) takes one of the two forms:
CASE 1: q6 = 0, c6 = 1, u33 = 1





c5c7 − s5s7 c5s7 − s5c7 0
s5c7 + c5s7 −s5s7 − c5c7 0

0 0 1



 =





c5+7 s5+7 0
s5+7 c5+7

0 0 1



 = U , (2.32)

so that the sum
q5 + q7 = atan2(u21, u11) = atan2(−u12, u22); (2.33)

CASE 2: q6 = π, c6 = −1, u33 = −1





−c5c7 − s5s7 c5s7 − s5c7 0
−s5c7 + c5s7 s5s7 − c5c7 0

0 0 1



 =





−c5−7 −s5−7 0
s5−7 c5−7

0 0 −1



 = U (2.34)

and

q5 + q7 = −atan2(−u12,−u11). (2.35)

Both equations result in indefinite number of solutions. Because there is no numerically
sound solution, we set by convention q5 = q5old, where q5old is the solution at the previous
iteration step and compute q7 from (2.33).
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2.2 Closed Form Inverse Kinematics Algorithm for 7 DoF Anthropomorphic Arm

Note on the implementation

For the proper choice of the solution between the (′) and (′′) we define the continuity
condition as a norm of the difference between previous (denoted ’old’) and current solution:

IF
i=7
∑

i=5

|q′i − qiold| <
i=7
∑

i=5

|q′′i − qiold| THEN q5 = q′
5; q6 = q′

6; q7 = q′
7 (2.36)

ELSE q5 = q′′
5; q6 = q′′

6; q7 = q′′
7. (2.37)

However, this method fails exactly at the singularity, when one has to switch between the
solutions, resulting either in oscillatory or high velocity behavior, or in locking the wrist
at q6 = 0, so that passing through the singularity becomes unreliable. This is why the
solution on the velocity level is proposed.

2.2.2 Velocity-Based Inverse Kinematics for a Spherical Wrist

The inverse kinematics problem may be in general tackled also on the velocity level. Con-
sider the a spherical robotic wrist of the 7 DoF arm shown in Fig. 2.6. It consists of
3 rotational axes numbered, as a part of a larger structure, 5 to 7, with the corresponding
coordinates q5 to q7. All the rotational axes intersect in one point, same with the 6-th joint
local coordinate system; this is also where we put our reference coordinate system.

x5

x7z5

z6

x6

z7

Figure 2.6: Kinematic structure of a spherical wrist

The rotational velocity ω of the manipulator end-effector must be first expressed in link 4
coordinate system

ω4 =







s1s3s4 + s2c1c4 + s4c1c2c3 s3s4c1 − s1s2c4 − s1s4c2c3 c2c4 − s2s4c3

s1c3 − s3c1c2 c1c3 + s1s3c2 s2s3

s2s4c1 − s1s3c4 − c1c2c3c4 s1s2s4 + s3c1c4 − s1c2c3c4 s4c2 + s2c3c4






ω. (2.38)

Then the angular velocity ω4 and the joint velocity q̇567 = [q5, q6, q7]
T are related by a

nonlinear mapping

ω4 = J567q̇567 =







1 0 c6

0 c5 s5s6

0 s5 −s6c5













q̇5

q̇6

q̇7






. (2.39)

Solving this equation for joint velocities one gets

q̇5 = ωx − (ωzc5 − ωys5)c6/s6 (2.40)

q̇6 = −ωyc5 − ωzs5 (2.41)

q̇7 = (ωzc5 − ωys5)/s6, (2.42)

where ωx, ωy and ωz are corresponding components of ω4 vector.
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2 Telemanipulator Kinematics

Influence of Singularity

The above equations show clearly the existence of singularity in the solution for q̇5 and q̇7,
where the denominator s6 causes the velocities going to infinity as q6 approaches zero. Since
such high velocities are physically unrealizable, we cannot obtain accurate motion. This
is the first deficiency of singular configurations. Second is that at a singular configuration
(q6 = 0) the rotational axes z5 and z7 of joints 5 and 7 are aligned. While it is possible
to rotate freely about the z6, y6 axes, the rotation about the x6 is impossible, and one
DoF is lost. Some inverse kinematics algorithms get either locked or unstable at such
a configuration.

Using the Jacobian formalism, the singular configurations are found as the roots of
det(J) = 0 (or det(JJT) = 0 in a redundant case). Thus, singularities are identified by
the rank deficiency of the matrix J , which physically represents the inability of the robot
to generate an arbitrary velocity in the task space.

2.3 Singularity-Robust Inverse Kinematics

This section introduces the Jacobian methods in inverse kinematics, with the goal of finding
a most suitable algorithm for singularity handling. The state of the art methods are first
reviewed and later on outlined more in detail. Weighted Damped Least Square Method is
introduced as an extension to the known algorithms.

2.3.1 Jacobian Methods

The Jacobian methods are applied to solving the system of linear equations (2.4) by means
of inverting the Jacobian matrix J ,

q̇ = J−1(q)ẋ. (2.43)

In a regular case, when the Jacobian is square and of full rank, this solution is equivalent
to the analytical solutions

q = IK(x) (2.44)

q̇ = IKv(ẋ) (2.45)

and all of them are complementary and may be used interchangeably. However, there
are major differences between the analytical methods and Jacobian method. The great
advantage of analytical solutions is, whether they are available, their computational sim-
plicity. They are also a useful tool for the analysis of the singularities. On the other
hand, all the singular configurations must be considered separately on a case by case basis,
see Sec. 2.2.2. Moreover, there exists no systematic formalism to handle the redundancy
and to include optimization methods. In comparison, the computational cost of Jacobian
methods is much higher, but this drawback is compensated by their generality in handling
the regular, singular and redundant cases in an consolidated manner.
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2.3 Singularity-Robust Inverse Kinematics

2.3.2 Singularity Robustness: State of the Art

One problem at the singular configuration is that the manipulator Jacobian becomes non
invertible. Efforts to remedy this shortcoming are undertaken by researchers for more than
three decades and may be classified along three main lines reviewed briefly below. The most
common solution is to avoid singularities using e.g., pseudoinverse [65, 76, 78, 88, 106] or
other task specific singularity avoidance techniques [65, 76, 132]. Unfortunately, it causes
severe restrictions on both the configuration and task space, because the singularity is split-
ting the configuration space into separate components. As the result, significant portion
of workspace is lost; to make up for this highly complicated (usually redundant) kinematic
structures are proposed [131]. For this reason, the algorithms capable of traversing through
singularity became very attractive.

The normal form approach [124, 125] offers an exact path tracking by slicing the desired
path, and planning the pieces close to singularity in the joint space. Finally, the pieces
are joined. The main disadvantage of this kind of methods is their off line character: they
cannot be applied in teleoperation. The extended Jacobian technique [95] supplements
the original Jacobian with auxiliary kinematic functions to restore its well conditioning.
An interesting example of such approach is the singularity-consistent approach [127, 128],
which is suppressing the velocity, but preserving the direction of motion. However, it is
developed for space applications of the “wait and see” type, and is also not applicable
online. Moreover, for non-redundant manipulators with square Jacobian, the extended
Jacobian becomes non square, which causes additional cost for the generalized inverse.

As a “pragmatic” way of passing through singularity, a so called “singularity-robust”
inverse [11, 16, 24, 135] is used. Instead of inverting the original Jacobian at singularity,
a well condition matrix is inverted. This method is further referred to as “Damped Least
Square Method” and described more in detail in Sec. 2.3.4. The weakness of this method
are tracking errors even far from singular configurations.

Another interesting idea of obtaining a singularity consistent motion is using the trans-
posed Jacobian matrix JT [11, 111] or a modified transposed matrix [110] in lieu of inverted
Jacobian J−1. Despite numerical stability, the drawback of this method are significant
tracking errors in compare with the J−1 method.

There exists a large body of literature describing methods based on neural networks and
computational intelligence [36, 60, 104, 126]. However, they are normally predesignated
for path planning in known environments and in strictly offline applications.

Special attention must be drawn to the scenarios, which include human-robot interaction:
teleoperation or direct physical contact. This feature is explicitly addressed in the works
of Kosuge [70]. They focus on traversing through singularity by means of switching the IK
solutions, to provide an accurate solution. In such cases however, robot accuracy is less
important than the issues of security and user comfort. In our preliminary user studies,
we found that excessive joint velocities are dangerous and scary. This strengthens the
motivation for limiting the joint velocities in the neighborhood of singularity, even on the
cost of accuracy. In the following paragraphs we analyze a class of IK algorithms, capable
of both singularity traversing and damping the joint velocities in a controllable way, for
which the experimental results are presented.
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2 Telemanipulator Kinematics

2.3.3 The Least Square (Pseudoinverse) Method

The most widely proposed methods for solving the inverse kinematic problem near sin-
gularities involve the use of the least square (LS) inverse (or pseudoinverse) J#. In this
method, proposed by Whitney in 1969 [137] and used commonly for redundant manipula-
tors, a solution is sought, which minimizes the quadratic cost function of the joint velocities

g(q̇) =
1

2
q̇T q̇. (2.46)

The solution is found with the Lagrangian multipliers method [111]. Take a modified cost
function

g(q̇,λ) =
1

2
q̇T q̇ + λT (ẋ − Jq̇), (2.47)

where λ is m × 1 vector of unknown multipliers, and set

∂g

∂q̇

T

= 0 ⇒ ẋ = Jq̇ (2.48)

∂g

∂λ

T

= 0 ⇒ Jq̇ = JJT λ. (2.49)

Solving for q̇ one gets the final result

q̇ = JT (JJT )−1 = J#ẋ. (2.50)

Main disadvantage of this method is that is produces large and discontinuous velocities near
the singularities. It can be shown by expressing J# in terms of singular value decomposition

J# =
∑ 1

σi

V iU
T
i . (2.51)

The singular values of J , denoted by σi, are calculated and ordered from largest to smallest
so that

σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . σm ≥ 0. (2.52)

While approaching a singularity, the smallest singular value σmin becomes small leading
to high joint velocities. At singularity σmin becomes zero; consequently, it is not taken
into account any more. The summation is carried out up to m − 1, and the joint velocity
decreases significantly.

2.3.4 Damped Least Square Method

The damped least squares (DLS) method avoids many of the LS-inverse method’s problems
with singularities: the solution discontinuity and the excessive velocities. The DLS method
is known as the Levenberg-Marquardt [88] stabilization method. This solution minimizes
the modified const function

g(q̇, ẋ) = ||ẋ − Jq̇|| + γ2||q̇||2, (2.53)

where γ is a constant. This new criterion means that the end-effector tracking error
is weighted against the norm of joint velocity by using the factor γ also known as the
damping factor. This solution is typically obtained as the least-squares solution of the
following system:

q̇ = (JT J + γ2In)−1JT ẋ. (2.54)
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2.3 Singularity-Robust Inverse Kinematics

If n > m, the following equivalent relation is easier to compute :

q̇ = JT (JJT + γ2Im)−1ẋ = J∗ẋ, (2.55)

where J∗ will be referred to as a “damped” inverse Jacobian. For γ = 0 this solution
transforms into the LS solution (2.50). The SVD of this solution is given by

J∗ =
∑ σi

σ2
i + γ2

V iU
T
i . (2.56)

One can clearly see that σi

σ2

i +γ2 6= 1
0
, and for σi >> γ, σi

σ2

i +γ2 ≈ 1
σi

.

The constant joint velocity weighting factor γ has the undesirable characteristic of pro-
ducing end-effector and kinematic constraint errors, even when the manipulator is far
from any singular configuration. In other words, predefined constant velocity weighting
can guarantee bounded joint velocities and smooth transitions through singular configu-
rations. However the task performance at well-conditioned configurations is unnecessarily
compromised. As an attempt to alleviate this problem, variable joint velocity weighting
can be adopted such that γ is adjusted automatically to have a large value in the neigh-
borhood of singularities and a small value away from them. Such a modification still
deteriorates the motion of all manipulator joints proportionally, whereas in typical situa-
tions velocity damping in only a number of joints is necessary. For such reason a weighted
DLS is proposed.

Note on the use of DLS in projectors

Some authors, e.g., [16, 25], suggest the DLS being an universal replacement for the LS
solution. Independently from the accuracy, which is addressed above, it is important to
underscore that in certain cases, the simple replacement is not possible. This is due to the
fact that the property JJ ∗J = J does not hold for the DLS inverse. So the projecting
features of the LS solution for redundant manipulators J(I − J ∗J)q0 = 0, see Sec. 2.5.1,
are not fulfilled.

2.3.5 Weighted DLS Method with Task Priority

In this section we introduce the modification to the DLS method with the goal of assigning
different level of importance to the task coordinates (in the sense of tracking accuracy)
and introducing a matrix as a damping coefficient.Consider a modified cost function

g(q̇, ẋ) =
1

2
(ẋ − Jq̇)T W x(ẋ − Jq̇) +

1

2
q̇T W qq̇, (2.57)

where W x and W q are m × m and n × n constant symmetric positive-definite weighting
matrices associated with the errors in the task space and joint velocities, respectively.
Setting

∂g

∂q̇
= −JT W x(ẋ − Jq̇) + W qq̇ = 0 (2.58)

yields

q̇ = (JT W xJ + W q)
−1JT W xẋ. (2.59)
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It can be shown that for W x = Im and W q = 0, the solution (2.59) equals to the LS
(pseudoinverse) solution (2.50), and for W x = Im and W q = γ2In (2.59) equals the
standard DLS solution of (2.54).

The matrix W x is assigned for every task coordinate independently introducing differ-
ent levels of importance for different coordinates. For example, we can assign different
priorities to position and orientation tracking. The weightings can also be used as nor-
malizing/scaling factors for the different variables. This is important since the variables
have different units and therefore need to be normalized. The matrix W q has the same
function as the parameter γ in the DLS solution, which is damping of the joint velocities.
The major advantage of W q is that we can assign the damping coefficients for every axis
independently. However, keeping the weights in W q constant, has the same negative influ-
ence suppressing the motion as the constant γ in (2.55). To remedy this, it is possible to
specify W x and W q as a functions of a chosen configuration index, e.g., the manipulability
measure µ(q) defined later in (2.71). Since µ(q) drops to 0 at the singularities, the joint
velocity weighting factor W q can be chosen as

W q =

{

0, for µ(q) > µ0

c0(1 − µ

µ0

)2In, for µ(q) ≤ µ0,
(2.60)

where µ0 is a specified threshold and c0 is a positive constant that sets the maximum
damping coefficient. In this case, damping is highest for µ = 0 (at the singularity) and
vanishes for µ > µ0. More sophisticated techniques for selection of W q based on the
minimum singular value of J are possible. One disadvantage of those is the difficulty in
assigning appropriate numerical values to the thresholds for the manipulability measure
and the minimum singular values.

Implementation of the described method to a rotary manipulator exampled by the spher-
ical wrist from Sec. 2.2.2 showed that it is more convenient to scale the W x and W q with
respect to its configuration. Spherical wrists have their singularity when the first and the
last rotation axes are aligned. As the configuration index, the value of the middle angle
may be chosen in the same way as the manipulability measure described above. Although
less general than SVD and µ(q) methods, this possibility is more intuitive in the practical
designs.

2.3.6 Adjoint Jacobian Method

The adjoint Jacobian method [129] is a convenient tool for singularity handling. Denote
the end-effector velocity as

ω = vu, (2.61)

where the unit vector u ∈ R3 denotes the end-effector instantaneous-motion direction,
while the scalar variable v stands for the end-effector velocity. Vector u varies in the
workspace in accordance with the commanded velocity. Equation (2.43) can be rewritten
as

q̇ =
v

detJ
adjJu, (2.62)
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2.3 Singularity-Robust Inverse Kinematics

where detJ and adjJ denote the determinant and the adjoint matrix of the Jacobian,
respectively. The term (adjJu) determines the direction of the joint velocity vector, and
(detJ) its value. In order to overcome the singularity problem, [127, 129] used the fact
that this representation effectively separates the magnitude from the direction of motion
modifying (2.62) as:

q̇ = ξb(adjJ)u, (2.63)

where ξ = ±1 is a sign variable, and b ≥ 0 is a scalar value. With a proper design of ξ
and b, the robot may be controlled at and around a singularity without any error in the
direction, and with feasible joint velocity. Crucial for the velocity-based considerations is
the design of the parameter ξ. At regular points, ξ agrees basically with the sign of the
Jacobian determinant

ξ = sign(det(J)). (2.64)

Going through the singularity has the effect of (detJ) changing its sign. If ξ were changed
accordingly, then obviously, the continuity of motion would be disrupted. To avoid this,
[129] proposes keeping ξ constant while crossing the singularity. As a result, the end-
effector motion direction becomes exactly opposite to the commanded direction. Thus
in practice “the operator is required to stop the motion briefly after moving through the
singularity; then the system adjusts the sign automatically”. This approach was applied
first in a space telemaintenance system, where preserving the motion accuracy prevails over
the completion time and the operator fatigue. In rescue applications the design criteria
are exactly contrary. This is why the adjoint Jacobian method will not be practically
implemented, in spite of its potentially attractive feature of preserving the direction of
motion.

2.3.7 Jacobian Transpose Method

This method minimizes the cost function

g(x) =
1

2
(xd − x)T (xd − x) = (2.65)

=
1

2
(xd − FK(q))T (xd − FK(q))

with respect to q by gradient decent

dq = −a
∂g

∂q
= a(xd − x)

∂FK(q)

∂q
= aJT (q)dx, (2.66)

where xd is the desired position and a is an arbitrary positive constant. The attractiveness
of this method consists of the fact it does not include Jacobian inversion. The operating
principle resembles the stiffness control algorithms. Namely, it projects the difference
vector xd −x on those directions of q which can reduce it the most. The advantage of this
method is its simple computation and numerical robustness due to no matrix inversion.
However, it yields unpredictable joint configurations, and needs many interactions until
it converges, especially for the small Jacobian coefficients, which is mostly the case at
singular configurations. This method is reported [110, 111] to perform poorly in compare
to the Jacobian inverse method. Further, whereas J# has the nice property that the
solution has minimum norm of the joint velocities at every step, J T does not have this
property. Joints that are far from end-effector experience larger displacements, hence take
disproportionately large steps.
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2.4 Experimental Evaluation of the WDLS Method

In the following experiment we are going to validate the theoretical conclusions and com-
pare the LS, WDLS and a combined inverse kinematics methods, with respect to their
potential of damping the excessive velocities in the singularity neighborhood. To test this
feature, we need to generate the trajectories driving the manipulator into the interest-
ing region. It is important to underscore that we assume no previous knowledge about
the trajectories and they can be completely arbitrary. Since the robot is equipped with
a force/torque sensor on its wrist, we apply a force controller for generating the robot
motion, as in a typical teach in mode. The robot is driven by hand through the singular
configuration at the wrist q6 = 0. The goal is to go smoothly through the singularity
without generating excessive velocities. In practice, we apply one successful IK method for
driving the real robot, and the alternative algorithms are solved in parallel and the joint
trajectories stored for comparison.

Traversing through Singularity

We compare the LS and the WDLS methods. For simplicity, we investigate only the last
three joints: 5, 6 and 7, see Fig. 2.6. We define the weighting matrix W x in (2.59) as

W x =







V p 0 0

0 V ω 0

0 0 Vθ






, (2.67)

where V p,V ω, Vθ are weighting matrices for Cartesian position, orientation and θ angle.
We assign equal priorities to the task coordinates V p = diag(1, 1, 1), V ω = diag(1, 1, 1)
and Vθ = 1. We would like to introduce the damping only at the vicinity of the singularity,
and only to the joints 5 and 7, so that we set the damping matrix W q as follows:

W q = k diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1), (2.68)

where k equals zero for q6 > 0.3 rad and k = (1 − q6

0.3
)2 otherwise.

Fig. 2.7 illustrates the joint trajectories obtained with the LS method (left) and WDLS
method (right) for the joints q5 (top), q6 (middle) and q7 (down). The corresponding
joint velocities are shown in in Fig. 2.8. As we can see, in Fig. 2.7/left, the sixth joint is
bumped away from singularity q6 = 0, without going through. As the result, the joints 5
and 7 must travel an angle of almost π/2 with a high velocity shown in Fig. 2.8/left. On
the other hand, the WDLS method offers a smooth transition through the singularity, see
Fig. 2.7/right with small velocities in Fig. 2.8/right.

Error Introduced by Damping

In the consequent experiment, we would like to find out the amount of error introduced
by damping in WDLS method. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the Cartesian reconstruction errors as
a difference between the trajectories generated by the LS and WDLS algorithms. The
top two figures show the translational and rotational velocity difference, respectively. The
factor k and the angle q6 are given as a reference in the lower figures. Excluding the peaks,
for which the LS methods produces not feasible high velocities, the difference is small and
is not perceived in practice by the human operators.
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Figure 2.7: Joint angles for LS and WDLS methods: singular configuration at q6 = 0
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Figure 2.8: Joint velocities for LS and WDLS methods

Weighing Properties of WDLS Method

In order to show the features of the task space error weighing with WDLS method, we
solve the IK for the following 3 sets of weighing factors:
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Figure 2.9: Error Comparison between LS and WDLS algorithms, ∆v = |vls − vwdls|, ∆ω =
|ωls − ωwdls|

A: Position has a ten times higher priority than the orientation and elbow angle.
W x = 103diag(10, 10, 10, 1, 1, 1, 1)

B: Orientation has a higher priority than the position, the weighing for the elbow angle
is 30% of the previous one.
W x = 103diag(1, 1, 1, 10, 10, 10, 0.3)

C: As a reference, we investigate a mixed IK solution, where the first 4 joint angles
are found using the closed form solution from Sec. 2.2.1 and the wrist joint angles
are found using WDLS method. Within the current framework, this settings are
equivalent to
W x = diag(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,∞)

The joint weighing matrix is in all experiments constant W q = 0.1 diag(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1).
Those weighing matrices are designed like that to show the highest priority in position
tracking (settings A), orientation tracking (settings B) and elbow tracking (settings C).
The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.10, where we can see the tracking errors for translational
velocity ∆v, rotational velocity ∆ω and elbow angle ∆θ. As a reference, in the lowest
row, the norm of joint velocities is given.

The experimental findings confirm the outstanding performance of the WDLS method.
We conclude, that it is a powerful tool for solving the inverse kinematics problem. Within
one unform framework, the problems of singularity traversing and weighing the task space
error are solved.
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Figure 2.10: Weighing properties of the WDLS method: reconstruction error for different
priority matrices

2.5 Redundancy Resolution

A robot manipulator is redundant when its number of degrees of freedom n is greater
than the dimension of the workspace m. The difference r = n−m represents the degree of
redundancy. Consequently, the Jacobian is non square and cannot be directly inverted and
the inverse kinematic model gives an infinite number of solutions. In teleoperation scenario,
the end-effector trajectory is generated by the human operator and it does not provide
the complete information about the robot pose. In the case of the 7 DoF manipulator,
the information regarding the elbow angle θ is simply missing. There are two possible
solutions to this problem. One can sense the motion of the user elbow using various kind
of trackers and send this information to the telemanipulator together with the end-effector
coordinates. Applying the IK solution from Sec. 2.2.1 and the extended Jacobian method
from Sec. 2.1.2 one get the unique description of the manipulator configuration. The second
option is that, the self motion is governed by a local controller according to the specific
predefined criteria. This possibility will be discussed more in detail in the next section.
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2 Telemanipulator Kinematics

2.5.1 Pseudoinverse with Optimization Criteria

The redundancy may be exploited to optimize a secondary performance criteria. The
pseudoinverse (2.50) has an interesting property that the matrix (I − J#J) projects an
arbitrary vector q̇0 onto the null space N (J) of the manipulator Jacobian such that the
secondary task does not affect the primary task of the end-effector. Therefore, for any
arbitrary vector q̇0, J(I − J#J)q0 = 0. This means one can set

q̇ = J#ẋ + (I − J#J)q̇0 (2.69)

and still obtain a solution that minimizes ‖q̇ − J#ẋ‖. The second term defines the self
motion of the telemanipulator, so by suitably choosing q0 one can achieve secondary goals
like minimizing the norm of the joint velocities, avoiding obstacles, singular configurations
or joint limits, or minimizing driving joint torques, etc. The objective function w to be
optimized may be expressed as a function of the joint coordinates q. The vector q̇0 is
obtained with the derivative of the objective function

q̇0 = k(
∂wi

∂q
)T , (2.70)

where k > 0 is a constant. There exist a large body of literature concentrating on opti-
mizing various performance critera [21, 88, 89, 144, 146]. Usual objective functions are:

• the manipulability measure which equals zero at singular configurations, and thus
may be used to avoid singularities

w(q) =

√

det(JJT ), (2.71)

• the distance from mechanical joint limits

w(q) =
n

∑

i=1

(
qi − qi

qiM − qim

)2, (2.72)

where qiM , qim denotes maximum (minimum) limit for qi and qi the middle of the
joint range;

• the distance to an obstacle or the other arm;

• minimum gravity compensation torque defined as

w(q) = ||G(q)||, (2.73)

where G(q) is the gravitional part of the robot dynamic model.

In tasks requiring high forces, the redundancy may be used also to increase the natural
stiffness of the manipulator by reconfiguring the mechanical structure.

The null space method can be also used to assign different priorities to different tasks.
However, little attention has been paid to simultaneous optimization of multiple perfor-
mance criteria [29, 99], where particular degrees of redundancy are assigned to particular
additional tasks. There is even less literature available on optimizing multiple criteria with
1 DoF of redundancy. In such case the multiple performance criteria must be weighted ac-
cording to the significance function

w(q) =
s

∑

i=1

ciwi(q) , (2.74)
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2.5 Redundancy Resolution

where wi(q) is a normalized objective function of the i-th performance criterion and ci

is a weighting factor, usually configuration dependent. For example, for optimization of
two objective functions “arm to arm collision avoidance” and “joint limits avoidance”, the
distance to collision and the distance to joint limit may be taken as the weighing factor.
For the experimental results the reader is asked to see Sec. 6.5.

The general problem of this method is that it produces a noncyclic and/or non-repeatable
motions. This means that the closed task space trajectories result in not necessarily closed
joint trajectories. In other words, the pose of the robot is governed by the optimization
criteria and cannot be controlled in a direct way. This drawback can be overcame with
the extended kinematics method described below.

2.5.2 Extended Kinematics Method

In the extended kinematics approach, proposed in [8] and [106], an appropriate joint motion
is selected from this infinite set in a way that the manipulator performs an additional user-
specified task. To achieve that, the user selects a set of r = n − m linearly independent
kinematic functions Ψ(·) in Cartesian or joint space

xc = Ψ(q), (2.75)

where the vector xc is an (r × 1) reference vector. These functions can represent either
physical constraints of the robot or constrains related to the environment, and can be
any arbitrary function of the physical configuration and the geometrical parameters of
the manipulator. The user also specifies the desired variation of the kinematic functions
denoted by the xc(t), and thus defines the additional task that will be performed utilizing
the manipulator redundancy. Differentiating equation (2.75) with respect to time gives

ẋc = JΨ(q)q̇, (2.76)

where

JΨ(q̇) =
∂Ψ(·)
∂q

(2.77)

is the (r×n) Jacobian matrix of Ψ(q). Combining this equation with the kinematic model
we obtain an (n × n) extended Jacobian matrix JE and new task space vector xE such
that:

ẋE =

[

ẋ

ẋc

]

=

[

J(q)

JΨ(q)

]

q̇ (2.78)

The additional task is completely general and unrestricted to any particular application,
and can be formulated either as the equality constraint or the inequality constraint. For
the concrete implementation of the extended kinematics method the reader is asked to
see the Sec. 3.3, where the complete task space is defined after having defined the suitable
orientation representation.
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2 Telemanipulator Kinematics

2.6 Summary

This chapter was devoted to the kinematic design and control of the anthropomorphic
7 DoF telemanipulator. The kinematic model was presented including standard Denavit-
Hartenberg parameters and a forward kinematics solution was given. The self motion of
the manipulator was parameterized in a physically meaningful way in order to produce
anthropomorphic type of motions. The corresponding solution to the inverse kinematics
problem was also given analytically.

Further, singularity-robust algorithms for inverse kinematics were extensively studied.
The purpose was to mimic the human motion which requires stable operation in the neigh-
borhood of the singular configurations. A Weighted Damped Least Square method was
introduced that allows for both singularity traversing by limiting the joint velocities with
simultaneous weighing of the tracking error. Experimental comparison of this method to
other inverse kinematics algorithm showed its superior performance.

Finally, fundamentals of the redundancy resolution with multiple optimization criteria
were summarized and the extended kinematics method was formulated.
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3 Task Space Definition and Orientation Error

In majority of robotic applications, the task the robot must perform is given in terms of
the desired trajectory of the end-effector frame. The correct execution of the end-effector
motion is entrusted to the motion controller which shall provide appropriate commands
to the joint actuators such that the end-effector follows the desired trajectory as exact as
possible. Therefore it is necessary to define the position and orientation of the end-effector
as well as their deviation from the desired path. It is straightforward to define the position
of end-effector and position error. To define the orientation and orientation error of the
end-effector is not a trivial task. The rotational motion is naturally parameterized on the
differential level with the rotational velocity ω, which is consistent (parallel) to the driving
torque. However its integral of π =

∫

ωdt does not have any physical meaning. The π

parameter is considered in analytical mechanics a “quasi coordinate”1 and according to
[13, 37] cannot be used in orientation control. Due to this deficiency, in the majority of
teleoperation systems, it is the velocity that is commanded to the teleoperator and not
the position/orientation. On the other hand, it has been shown that in case of significant
time delay, position/orientation feed forward is essential to remove the position drift, see
[49, 122]. A proper definition of the orientation error is also crucial for interaction control,
namely the definition of the stiffness matrix.

In this chapter considerations regarding the orientation representation will be given.
This issue is crucial for mutual kinematic connection of robotic manipulators of dissimilar
kinematics, as well a for the proper definition of mechanical compliance. Unit quaternion
representation will be described, which is well suited for both purposes. The usefulness of
this representation over classical Euler angles will be shown in a simulation of an interaction
scenario. Finally, the complete task space definition, applied for the controll of the 7 DoF
anthropomorphic telemanipulator will be given.

3.1 Problem of Dissimilar Kinematics in Teleoperation

In teleoperation scenarios, tasks are performed by a mechanical manipulator (slave) con-
trolled remotely by a human operator provided with an arm/hand controller with force
feedback (haptic interface or master), see Sec. 1.1. The movement transmission between the
two robots may be achieved using generally two approaches: joint to joint control or Carte-
sian space control with force feedback. Joint to joint control is limited to devices with the
same kinematics. It allows only for relatively simple control strategies. Impedance/stiffness
or shared control are not possible. Besides, redundant slave manipulators require redun-
dant master robots, which complicates the design and is not necessarily a good solution
for force reflection purposes. So in general, the kinematical structure of both master/slave
manipulators are different, and the devices communicate in task, mostly Cartesian, space.
That is why both devices need to be equipped with an universal kinematic interface, in-

1quasi coordinate is valid only at differential level
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3 Task Space Definition and Orientation Error

dependent from the device structure. There are very few works addressing this subject
directly. Usually, the manipulators work in somehow limited workspace, so that the full
spatial immersion is not achieved or limited [57, 143]. Moreover, due to the unmatched
workspace of the two coupled manipulators, indexing or shifting is used [72, 128]. The
resulting system is neither transparent nor intuitive to the user, and is not acceptable in
the current scenario. As long as the transformation of positions or translational velocities
between the devices is trivial, transforming the orientation is a much more complex prob-
lem. Within the scope of this work, experiments with 2 DoF [48, 49, 122], 6 DoF [119, 121]
and 10 DoF [1, 15, 98] input devices were performed, and the experience gained confirm
the necessity of the proper orientation representation.

3.2 Orientation Representation and Orientation Error

The first widely accepted method in robot kinematics is based on Denavit-Hartenberg no-
tation of spatial mechanisms [33, 97, 118]. The orientation of a rigid body that rotates
freely in space is described uniquely by a (3× 3) rotation matrix R with positive determi-
nant, so the configuration manifold of this motion is the special orthogonal group SO(3),
and the time derivative of the matrix R is

Ṙ = S(ω)R, (3.1)

where S(·) is the skew-symmetric matrix

S(ω) =







0 −ωz ωy

ωz 0 −ωx

−ωy ωx 0






, (3.2)

and ω = [ωx ωy ωz]T is the rotational velocity. Since R ∈ SO(3) and ω ∈ R3, there
exists no direct relation corresponding to conventional differential-integral operations. Re-
searchers in robot kinematics tried alternative methods in order to represent rigid body
transformations based on concepts introduced by mathematicians and physicists such as
screw theory [40, 59, 84], Lie algebra [9, 10, 42, 43], Epsilon algebra [134] matrix expo-
nentials [103] or unit quaternions [17, 28, 138, 145]. The analysis presented in [41, 67]
proved the superior computational efficiency and compactness of the unit quaternions in
compare to the other methods. In the following sections a comparative analysis of the
three parameter representations and the unit quaternion is presented.

3.2.1 Euler Angles

One of the classical forms is obtained by using a set of Euler angles ϕ = [α β γ]T . Consider
the rotation matrix expressing the elementary rotation about one of the coordinate axes
as a function of a single angle. Those three parameters denote three sequential elementary
rotation angles. Then, a generic rotation matrix is obtained by three sequential elementary
rotations while guaranteeing that any of two successive rotations are not performed about
one parallel axis. It implies that only 12 sets of angles are allowed out of all 27 possible
combinations. It can be divided into two groups according to the sequence of the successive
rotations: Eulerian and Cardanian. The Eulerian type involves repetition of rotations
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3.2 Orientation Representation and Orientation Error

about one particular axis, e.g.,: XY X,XZX, Y XY . The Cardanian type is characterized
by the rotations about all three axes, e.g.,: XY Z,XZY, Y ZX. Even though the Cardanian
type is different from the Eulerian type in terms of the combination of the rotations, they
both use very similar approach to compute the orientation angles. One may treat the
Cardanian sequences as a subset of the Eulerian. These are often called altogether as
Euler angles representation. For instance, the XY Z representation of orientation in terms
of Euler angles is described by the rotation matrix

R(ϕ) = Rx(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ) =

=







cβcγ −cβsγ sβ

sαsβcγ + cαsγ −sαsβsγ + cαcγ −sαcβ

−cαsβcγ + sαsγ cαsβsγ + sαcγ cαcβ






, (3.3)

where Rx, Ry,Rz are the elementary rotation matrices about the three coordinate axes,
and the notations cφ and sφ are the abbreviations for cos φ and sin φ, respectively. The
angular velocity ω and the time derivative of Euler angels ϕ̇ are connected by the transfor-
mation matrix T , relating the vectors expressed in orthogonal Cartesian space with vectors
expressed in non-orthogonal spaces of Euler angles.

ω =





1 0 sβ

0 cα −sαcβ

0 cα cαcβ



 ϕ̇ = T (ϕ)ϕ̇, (3.4)

The most natural way to define an orientation error is to take the difference of represen-
tation parameters of orientation between the desired and actual end-effector. When using
Euler angles, the orientation error is expressed as follows:

ϕde = ϕd − ϕe (3.5)

where ϕd and ϕe are Euler angles extracted respectively from the rotation matrices Rd

and Re describing the orientation of desired end-effector frame (Σd) and actual one (Σe).
When it comes to orientation error using Euler angles, there are two disadvantages: rep-
resentation singularity and task geometric inconsistency.

Representation Singularity

Such orientation and error representation using Euler angles has been widely applied for the
majority of conventional robots. However, using minimal representations including Euler
angles for angular displacement that use only three parameters suffer from representation
singularities. Algebraically representation singularities arise when the second rotation
angle β is 0 or π for Eulerian type and ±π/2 for Cardanian type. The problem appears
when a physical vector (ω, forces, torques) has to be expressed in Euler angles space,
since then the inverse of T (ϕ) must be used, e.g., ϕ̇ = T−1(ϕ)ω. One can see that
det(T (ϕ)) = 0 for β = ±π/2. This is a parasite representation singularity, which has to
be taken care of in TO scenario.

Another usual problem with the Euler angles is that, as far as the transformation R(ϕ) in
(3.3) is unique, the inverse transformation has always 2 solutions (see Sec. 2.2.1, solution
for the wrist joint angles). Moreover, it is indefinite at β = ±π/2, which means that
without limiting the workspace, it is impossible to obtain a unique solution.
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3 Task Space Definition and Orientation Error

There are three solutions to remedy those drawbacks:

1. Choose the representation singularity together with kinematic singularity and apply
a singularity avoidance kinematic method. The disadvantage of this method is that
large portion of the workspace (around the singularity) is lost.

2. Switch between different representations, e.q. of Eulerian and Cardanian type, which
unfortunately introduces artificial discontinuities and additional problems with the
switching conditioning.

3. Define the orientation error together with the desired impedance not in the task
frame, but in the end-effector frame. The advantage of this approach is that the
relative angular displacement in the end-effector frame is small, and a singularity-
free Euler angles set may be found.

None of the suggested choices solves the next related problem: the task geometric incon-
sistency.

Task Geometric Inconsistency

From a physical point of view, the meaning of ω is more intuitive than that of ϕ̇. The
three components of ω represent the components of the end-effector angular velocity with
respect to the base frame. On the other hand, the three elements of ϕ̇ represent nonorthog-
onal components of angular velocity defined with respect to the axes of a frame, which
varies together with the orientation of the end-effector. The clear advantage of ϕ̇ is that its
integral over time ϕ has clear physical meaning, while the integral of ω does not provide
a physical interpretation at all. However, when it comes to correlate the orientation error
with the resulting torque, it is not as straightforward as for translational error. For ex-
ample, consider impedance control described more in detail in Sec. 4.2.2. The impedance
equation is written as

M pẍde + Dpẋde + Kpxde = f (3.6)

with translational error xde = xd − xe and a translational contact force f . Subscript ’d’
and ’e’ denote involving about desired and actual posture of the end-effector, respectively;
M p is a desired equivalent mass, Dp is a damping matrix and Kp a stiffness matrix.
From the above equation, it is noted that the resulting translational contact force f is
parallel to the translational error and its derivatives, which allows the resulting contact
force to directly correlate the corresponding translational error xde and its derivatives.
Such property preserves the linearity of the mass - spring - damper system, and enables to
design control law intuitively. Now consider impedance equation for orientation (rotation)
error using Euler angles.

M oϕ̈de + Doϕ̇de + Koϕde = T−1(ϕ)µ (3.7)

where M o, Do, and Ko is a virtual mass, damping, and stiffness matrix for orientation,
respectively, µ denotes the resulting contact moment. Unlikely to the translational motion,
the direction of resulting Cartesian contact moment is parallel neither to the vector of the
orientation error ϕde nor to its derivative vectors. These can be correlated only by means
of transformation matrix T (ϕ) in (3.4) and the task geometric consistency is lost. Further-
more, the resulting Cartesian contact moment is not always possible to be transformed into
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3.2 Orientation Representation and Orientation Error

the operational space, in which Euler angles are defined, since the transformation matrix
T (ϕ) suffers from the representation singularities as noticed in the previous section.

3.2.2 Orientation Error with Nonminimal Representation

To overcome the drawbacks of the minimal representation such as representation singularity
and task geometric inconsistency one needs to resort to nonminimal representations. To
formulate the orientation error using nonminimal representation it is necessary to revise
the orientation error in the Cartesian space. Although the orientation error treated here is
not new, its physical meaning can be hardly found. Hence it is a useful attempt to explain
the physical meaning of the orientation error.
First, consider two frames in which one frame is rotated by an angle α about only one
axis, see Fig. 3.1A. How can the amount of orientation error and its direction be defined?

ae
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nd ne

sd sd
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nd
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(Ode)s

(Ode)n

(Ode)a

(Ode)s

(Ode)s

(Ode)a

A B C

Figure 3.1: Orientation error: A - misalignment about one axis, B - misalignment about three
axes, C - overall orientation error corresponding to B

There are several possible choices. One of the intuitive choices is to denote the amount of
orientation error as the sum of shaded area of two triangles generated by the misalignment
by the angle α. Letting the direction of orientation error be the same as the rotation
angle, which is perpendicular to both shaded triangles, the orientation error is compactly
expressed with cross product of two pairs of unit direction vectors:

Ode =
1

2
(sd × se + ad × ae) . (3.8)

The length of the vector Ode corresponds to the shaded area, and its direction is defined as
the sum of the two vector products. More generally, consider two frames that are arbitrary
deviated from each other, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1B. Similarly to the orientation error with
respect to one axis, we can build three orientation error vectors whose lengths are the same
with the area of the corresponding plane. In this case, the overall orientation error is a
vector composed of those three vectors:

Ode =
1

2
(nd × ne + sd × se + ad × ae) (3.9)
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3 Task Space Definition and Orientation Error

It should be noted that rotation angle belongs to the interval [−π, π].
Such concept is directly used in angle/axis representation for orientation error, where the
orientation error is expressed as follows:

Ode = sin(θde)rde , θ ∈ [−π, π]. (3.10)

The symbol Ode is orientation error with respect to the end-effector frame, rde is the unit
vector which denotes the direction of the orientation error in (3.9), and sin(θde) corresponds
to the length of Ode and further to the sum of area of the three triangles in Fig. 3.1B.

OdeOde

θdeθde

π−π −π π

Figure 3.2: Orientation error Ode vs. angular displacement θde

Taking the whole interval of rotation angle into account makes the singularity still pos-
sible to occur. Furthermore, it is possible that two different angular displacement can
lead to the same orientation error, see Fig. 3.2/left . Such drawbacks can be overcome by
modifying the orientation error (3.10) such that it becomes a one-to-one mapping over the
whole possible angular displacements as follows:

Ode = sin

(

θde

2

)

rde , θde ∈ [−π, π]. (3.11)

As shown in Fig. 3.2/right, any angular displacement corresponds to only one orientation
error so that only zero angular displacement leads to zero orientation error.
The above modification leads to the singularity free orientation representation, the so-
called unit quaternion representation. The orientation error (3.11) denotes the vector
part of the quaternion. To make it unitary norm, the scalar part of quaternion must be
cos (θde/2). This way we have defined the orientation error in geometric consistent way and
express the orientation error using unit quaternion which doesn’t suffer from representation
singularities.

If we denote the complete unit quaternion as Q = {η, ε}, then it is derived as follows:

ηde =
1

2

√
r11 + r22 + r33 + 1 (3.12)

εde =
1

2







sign(r32 − r23)
√

r11 − r22 − r33 + 1

sign(r32 − r23)
√

r22 − r33 − r11 + 1

sign(r32 − r23)
√

r33 − r11 − r22 + 1






(3.13)
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3.2 Orientation Representation and Orientation Error

where rij denotes a i-th row, j-th column element of the corresponding rotation matrix
Rd.
The relationship between the time derivative of the unit quaternion and the body angular
velocity ω is established by the so-called quaternion propagation rule:

Q̇ =

[

η̇

ε̇

]

=
1

2

[ −εT

ηI − S(ε)

]

ω = T (η, ε)ω (3.14)

with

T (η, ε) =
1

2

[ −εT

ηI − S(ε)

]

. (3.15)

Reversely, the angular velocity of the end-effector in the base coordinates is written as

ω = 2T T (η, ε)Q̇. (3.16)

The matrix T (η, ε) has the property

T T (η, ε)T (η, ε) = I3; T T (η, ε)Q = 0, (3.17)

so that it is free from representation singularities.

3.2.3 Euler Angles vs. Unit Quaternion: a Simulation Example

To visualize the problem of the representation singularity of the Euler angles, we perform a
simulational experiment. We apply two concepts of the orientation error to the impedance
control method (see Sec. 4.2.2 for details). Euler angles and the unit quaternion are used
to describe the rotational motion of the manipulator. The impedance control modifies the
desired manipulator trajectory (subscript ’d’) according to the specified dynamics giving
as the result the compliant trajectory (subscript ’c’). The desired dynamics is defined by
the equation

MEoϕ̈c + DEoϕ̇c + KEo(ϕd − ϕc) = T−1(ϕ)µ (3.18)

in case of the Euler angles, and

MQoω̇c + DQoωc + K
′

Qoεc = µ (3.19)

in case of the unit quaternion, where M , D and K are mass, damping and stiffness
matrices, and µ is the measured torque vector. In teleoperation, the above equations need
to be solved for every µ and for every manipulator pose. Consider the desired Euler angles
trajectory

ϕd = [0 1 0]T sin(
π

5
t) (3.20)

which is to pass through the singular configuration β = ±π
2
, see Fig. 3.3A. During the

motion, a small constant Cartesian torque µ = [1 0 0]T Nm is sensed. At the repre-
sentation singularity, the torque represented in the Euler angles space goes to infinity as
the det(T (ϕ)) goes to zero, see Fig. 3.3B. This yields in case of Euler angles an unstable
motion, expressed in terms Euler angles (Fig. 3.3F) and unit quaternion (Fig. 3.3D). The
quaternion-based impedance control offers stable motion with smooth transition through
the representation singularity, as seen in Fig. 3.3C and D.
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3.3 Extended Task Space Formulation

Having defined the suitable orientation representation, one can formulate the complete
definition of the task space vector. We apply the extended kinematics method described
in Sec. 2.5.2. As the additional task Ψ, we use the angle θ(q) defined in Sec. 2.1.2. The
extended task space vector xE is given as follows:

xE =
[

pT (q) QT (q) θ(q)
]T

, (3.21)

where p and Q is the position vector and orientation of the end-effector using the unit
quaternion, respectively. It is noted that the vector xE is (8×1) vector due to 4 parameters
used to describe the orientation. However, only 3 of them are independent, so that the
velocity vector reduces to a (7 × 1) vector:

ẋE =
[

ṗT (q) ωT (q) θ̇(q)
]T

, (3.22)
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where ω̇ denotes the rotational velocity of the end-effector. The corresponding error vector
x̃E is also a (7 × 1) vector

x̃E =
[

p̃T (q) εT (q) θ̃(q)
]T

. (3.23)

The angle θ parameterizes the self motion of the manipulator uniquely, so that the IK func-
tion is given as a function of the extended task space vector xE. The resulting manipulator
Jacobian is redefined as a (7 × 7) matrix

ẋE = JE(q)q̇ =

[

J(q)

J θ(q)

]

q̇, (3.24)

where J(q) is the (6 × 7) manipulator geometric Jacobian and JE(q) is the (7 × 7) aug-
mented Jacobian extended by the (1 × 7) elbow Jacobian

J θ(q) =
∂θ(q)

∂q
. (3.25)

The contact wrench F E in the extended task space is defined as

F E =

[

F

0

]

=
[

fT µT 0
]T

, (3.26)

where F is the 6 dimensional Cartesian wrench, consisting of force f and torque µ, and
the 0 in the last row corresponds to the contact force of elbow motion. Since there is
no physical possibility of measuring its value, it is set to zero by default. However, it is
possible to obtain its value using observer methods and manipulator dynamic model. This
method has not been implemented to date, and is subject to further study.

3.4 Summary

The goal of this chapter was to define a proper orientation representation, and the resulting
task space vector for motion and interaction control of the 7 DoF telemanipulator. The
problem of coupling of the devices of dissimilar kinematics was introduced. It was also
explained why the minimum three parameter representations such as Euler or Cardan
angles are not suitable for teleoperation purposes. A four parameter representation based
on the unit quaternion was introduced as the singularity-free parametrization of both the
orientation and the angular displacement. Simulative comparison of an interaction control
scheme for Euler angles and the unit quaternion was performed. The results confirm that
the unit quaternion representation is superior to the Euler angles representation. Finally,
a complete task space was defined using the extended kinematics concept from Chapter 2
and the self motion parametrization.
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This chapter explores the fundamentals of a biologically inspired control of an anthropo-
morphic manipulator. The remarkable dexterity that humans exhibit in various manipula-
tion tasks, especially considering unknown objects or environments, is a long mimic target
of robots. The existing industrial as well as anthropomorphic manipulators in the research
community are still inferior compared to humans. One can ask the question how humans,
with limbs clearly softer, and with a fraction of robot’s accuracy can achieve such a remark-
able level of manipulation capabilities. There is a number of ongoing works [51, 85, 93, 102]
in biomechanics aiming at understanding these phenomena. Without going into details,
one can formulate the statement that those capabilities are due to the arm (variable) com-
pliance, redundancy and sensory (kinesthetic, tactile and visual) feedback. We focus on
the compliant aspect of the anthropomorphic manipulations, and on the possibilities of en-
dowing compliance into an otherwise rigid manipulator structure. A long list of tasks can
be stated where the compliant action of the manipulator is of advantage. One may start
with industrial applications, like contour following, polishing, painting, assembling, etc.,
where the robot has to follow the desired path while exerting force on the environment.
When the manipulator comes in contact with the environment, pure position controls tend
to cause excessive contact forces and severe vibrations, which usually results in the loss of
contact or even physical damage. In order to control the contact force with purely position
controlled robots, a precise model of the manipulator, the environment and the task must
be provided. The robot itself must be a high accuracy device, which can be manufactured
only at the expense of monetary cost, weight and size. Otherwise, a small mismatch in
the model or task specification can lead to large, destructive forces. On the other hand,
pure force control is not possible in free space motion and is ill-suited for impact situations
[26, 53, 133].

In applications including physical interaction with humans (service and rehabilitation
robotics, robo-medicine, robo-entertainment), the human factor must be taken into ac-
count. It is already widely accepted that in such applications, “soft” robotic arms are
absolutely essential [12, 54, 70, 120, 148]. Recent works on cooperative load transporta-
tion or cooperative writing report that in such applications the robot must both be safe
and “feel like human” [12, 58, 130, 140].

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the control strategies for a redundant serial
manipulator, in order to select the most appropriate one. The dynamic model of the ma-
nipulator is given in Sec. 4.1. Sec. 4.2 contains a detailed review of several compliant control
strategies, with the special focus on those that control the redundant DoFs in a compliant
manner. To achieve that, the concept of extended kinematics from Sec. 2.5.2 is applied for
motion control resulting in an innovative concept of impedance control with underlying
stiffness control outlined in Sec. 4.2.3. The results of their practical implementations on
a 7 DoF manipulator are presented in Sec. 4.3 and a comparative evaluation is performed.
The comparison criteria are, among others, the tracking performance, impedance display
fidelity, direction decoupling and the ability to control the null space compliance.
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4.1 Manipulator Dynamic Modeling

The dynamic model of robots plays an important role in their design and operation. In
the robot design phase, the model is used to select the actuators and for simulations with
the purpose of testing the performance and possible control schemes. For example, it is
used for linearization purposes or in the observer design.

Several methods have been proposed to model the dynamics of a robot. The most fre-
quent ones are the Euler-Lagrange and Newton-Euler formulations [111, 118]. Despite
their conceptual simplicity, both methods get computationally too expensive for manipu-
lators consisting of more than 4 bodies, which practically excludes their online application.
Within the scope of this work, the Kane method is used, implemented in commercially
available multi body simulation package AUTOLEV, see [62, 63]. The advantage of the
Kane method is that it is not iterative, like the other two, but delivers analytical ex-
pressions for the robot dynamic model, and for its inverse. Although the mathematical
expressions are complex, the generated C code is very efficient and allows real time (2 kHz
sampling rate) execution.

Independently from the modeling method, the resulting dynamic model has the form:

M (q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + V (q̇) + g(q) = τ − JT (q)F , (4.1)

where q is the vector of joint variables, M(q) is the symmetric positive definite inertia
matrix, C(q, q̇)q̇ is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal torques, V (q̇) is the vector of fric-
tion torques, g(q) is the vector of gravitational torques, τ is the vector of driving torques,
F is the Cartesian force exerted by the manipulator’s end-effector on the environment
and J(q) is the Jacobian matrix relating joint velocities q̇ to the vector of end-effector
velocities ẋ = Jq̇. Substituting n(q, q̇) = C(q, q̇)q̇ + V (q̇) + g(q) we obtain a more
compact form of (4.1)

M (q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) = τ − JT (q)F . (4.2)

This model will be used frequently within this thesis, in various derivations of the classical
inverse dynamics formulation. Namely, setting the driving torque to be

τ = M (q)q̈d + n(q, q̇) + JT (q)F (4.3)

leads to cancelation of the nonlinear and coupling elements and yields a double integrator
behavior

q̈ = q̈d, (4.4)

where q̈d is the desired joint space acceleration. In most variations of the inverse dynamics
control, the design objective is the proper q̈d generation [64, 111, 136, 139].

4.2 Compliant Control Methods: State of the Art

The controllers used in robotic systems are usually grouped into motion and force con-
trollers. In pure motion control, the user has to completely specify the robot trajectory,
which implies free space motion. The absence of any contact prevents the exertion of forces.
On the other hand, in pure force control, the robot end-effector is constrained by the envi-
ronment and there is no motion at all [82, 116]. Both strategies suffer from severe stability
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problems during transition from free space motion to contact with rigid environments.
Between those extremes, there exist constraint surfaces, termed C-surfaces by Mason [80],
where motion is possible along the C-surface tangents and force can be exerted along the
C-surface normals. This formulation results in a so called hybrid control [5, 26, 139, 140].
The main disadvantage of this method is that it treats the force and motion control as
conflicting goals and partitions the workspace into motion- and force-controlled directions.
Since the constrained and unconstrained directions must be determined before the task
begins, such a control is not applicable in teleoperation due to the lack of a model of the
environment and the task. Further we shall consider only those control strategies that do
not assume prior knowledge of a geometric contact description.

An alternative to hybrid control is the wide class of compliance controllers. These
approaches aim at providing the designer with means of specifying and controlling motion
and forces in a non-conflicting manner. To start the review of the available compliant
control methods, let us define the concept of mechanical impedance first.

Definition of Mechanical Impedance

We define mechanical impedance as a dynamic relationship between the generalized force
F and motion coordinates, resulting in the spatial mass-spring-damper equation

F = Mẍ + Dẋ + Kx̃, (4.5)

where motion may be expressed in terms of generalized position x, velocity ẋ or accel-
eration ẍ. The matrices M , D and K are inertia, damping and stiffness matrices, and
x̃ = x−x0, where x0 is an equilibrium position. Such impedance may be viewed as second
order impedance, contrary to the first order impedance: F = Dẋ + Kx̃ and zeroth order
impedance: F = Kx̃. In some works, aiming at achieving compliant behavior without
force measurement, equation (4.5) takes the form: 0 = Mẍ + Dẋ + Kx̃, with the force
component simply set to zero.

Review of Compliant Control Methods

A state of the art review of compliant control methods is found in [32, 90, 108, 116].
Compliance control algorithms generally fall into one of the two categories:

• methods involving force measurement at the robotic end-effector, where the robot
motion is modified according to the measured forces; consequently, the compliant
action is active only in a contact situation,

• methods that do not require force measurement; the robot internal impedance is
maintained independently of the contact situation; these methods are equally appli-
cable to free space as well as to constrained manipulation.

The first class derives from position based impedance control introduced by Hogan [52, 53]
and is based on modifying the trajectory according to the measured forces. The second one
bases on Salisbury’s active stiffness control formulation and modulates the motion error
either in joint space [79, 109] with properly shaped nonlinear gains, or directly in the task
space. Modulating the error in the task space is also known as “task space PD control”
[111].
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Special attention needs to be drawn to the redundant manipulators. Whereas the dy-
namic behavior at the end-effector may be controlled using the force sensor, the self motion
dynamics cannot. In order to control null space dynamics, [56] proposes a dynamic control
law for redundant manipulators, extended in [91, 92, 94, 96, 100] by means of augmented
kinematics. Worth noticing is a more recent, excellent implementation of compliant con-
trol strategies for a redundant anthropomorphic robot in [3, 50]. However, to achieve such
an excellent performance, torque sensors in manipulator joints are necessary, which in our
current implementation are not available. In the following sections we present a selection
of compliant control methods with focus on a practical implementation on a redundant
teleoperated manipulator.

Note on the Nomenclature

In the coming section, we are going to describe various control strategies. Despite the
fact that they can all be viewed as compliance controllers, they have very different names,
which may be somewhat misleading. The reason is that they originated at different stages
of robotic research, or are derived from different backgrounds (e.g., from motion control
techniques). We have decided to leave them in their original for the sake of consistence
with the literature, despite their sometimes deceptive character (e.g., stiffness control is in
fact first order impedance control). The term compliance, used commonly in the robotic
community, denominates the inverse of stiffness C = K−1 and represents the amount of
body softness, so that the both terms may be used interchangeably, yet having in mind
their contrary character.

4.2.1 Stiffness Control

Stiffness control is a special case of impedance control, where the robot impedance is shaped
as a spring and damper system. As mentioned before, it does not require measurements
of the contact force. That is why stiffness control is potentially expected to manage
accidental contacts with the environment also for those degrees of freedom, where such
measurements are not available for technical reasons. In other words, stiffness control
can endow structural or internal compliance independently from the contact situation
and measured (or not) forces. This property makes it particularly attractive for service
robots, where the interaction with humans involves physical contact; not only at the end-
effector, but also with the whole manipulator body. A very attractive feature of the
control methods described below is that using the extended kinematic formulation and
the extended Jacobian, it is possible to assign impedance behavior to the manipulator self
motion, i.e., to control the redundant DoFs as additional Cartesian coordinates.

Stiffness control can be categorized into two groups based on the domain in which the
control error is defined: in the joint space or in the task (Cartesian) space.

Task Space Stiffness Control (STT)

Because the contact force F is sensed in the Cartesian space and the task is generally
defined also in the Cartesian space, specifying the impedance relationship in Cartesian
space is clearly consistent with the task and enables intuitive parameter tuning. Such
stiffness control can be realized in the task space by JT mapping of the task space error onto
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the manipulator torques. Together with gravity and friction compensation, the stiffness
control law in the task space is written as:

τ = JT
E(q)(Dk

˙̃xE + Kkx̃E) + n(q, q̇) + JT (q)F , (4.6)

where the subscript ’E’ denotes quantities defined according to the extended space formu-
lation from Sec. 3.3; JE and xE denote the extended Jacobian in (3.24) and the extended
task space vector in (3.21); x̃E and ˙̃xE denote the position and velocity error in the task
space, respectively. Fig. 4.1 shows the block scheme of the stiffness control law (4.6), where
FK denotes the forward kinematics solutions and the subscript ’d’ relates to the desired
values. The task space error, consisting of both position and orientation error (depicted
with ’Pose Error’ block) is computed according to (3.23).

Dk

q̇

q

xEd

ẋEd

F

n(q, q̇)

JE(q)

FK

JT

E
(q)

JT (q)Error
Pose

Kk

Robot

Figure 4.1: Stiffness control in the task space with gravity and friction compensation (STT)

Task Space Stiffness Control with Inverse Dynamics (RAC)

One of the disadvantages of the control in (4.6) is its limited performance in high velocity
dynamics, since the control law is obtained from the static model-based compensation.
For high velocity motion, it is necessary to compensate the full manipulator dynamics,
including its inertia. For this purpose, the acceleration signals must be generated and
converted from the task space into the joint space:

q̇d = J−1
E ẋEd (4.7)

q̈d = J−1
E (ẍEd − J̇E(q, q̇)q̇). (4.8)

Combining the desired accelerations with the manipulator inverse dynamic model (4.3) we
obtain the dynamic model in the task space as:

M(q)J−1
E (q)(ẍEd − J̇E(q, q̇)q̇) + C(q, q̇)q̇ + V (q̇) + g(q) = τ − JT (q)F . (4.9)

Including the Cartesian error in the acceleration profile gives the control law for the stiffness
control with inverse dynamics in the task space as

τ = M (q)J−1
E (q)

(

ẍEd + Dk
˙̃xE + Kkx̃E − J̇E(q, q̇)q̇

)

+ n(q, q̇) + JT (q)F . (4.10)

The corresponding block scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The task space stiffness control of
this form is essentially identical with the resolved acceleration control, known from motion
control techniques [77, 111].
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Figure 4.2: Stiffness control with inverse dynamics in the task space (RAC)

Salisbury Stiffness Control (SJA & SJB)

The desired impedance may be specified both in joint space and in Cartesian space. For
example, the most common choice for the desired acceleration in (4.4) is q̈d = Kjq̃ +Dj

˙̃q,
which is known as the joint space PD control law with inverse dynamics [64, 111, 118].
The matrices Kj and Dj are joint space stiffness and damping matrices. However, it
is possible to find a relationship between the Cartesian impedance and the joint space
impedance. This idea proposed in [14, 79, 109] for mapping the Cartesian stiffness (Kk,
Dk) into the joint space, makes use of the manipulator Jacobian J and may be derived
by generalization of the linear relationship f = kdx to a six dimensional spring

F = Kkδx, (4.11)

where Kk is the stiffness matrix and δx is the generalized displacement from the com-
manded pose x0. Recall the Jacobian definition [111, 118]

δx ≈ Jδq (4.12)

and the static relationship
τ = JT F . (4.13)

Blending 4.11 to 4.13, one gets
τ = JT KkJδq. (4.14)

Since the mappings (4.11-4.13) are true for all types of manipulators, including redun-
dant ones with extended kinematics formulation, one can map the Cartesian stiffness and
damping matrices into joint space using the extended Jacobian JE

Kj = JT
EKkJE (4.15)

Dj = JT
EDkJE. (4.16)

The joint space stiffness and damping matrices Kj and Dj are then intentionally non
diagonal, but still symmetric.

Combining the stiffness control law with inverse dynamics one gets

τ = M (q)(q̈d + Dj
˙̃q + Kjq̃) + n + JT (q)F , (4.17)
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where the gain matrices Kj and Dj are mapped from the Cartesian gain matrix Kk and
Dk as in (4.15, 4.16). The vector q̃ and ˙̃q denote the error of corresponding vectors:
qd − q and q̇d − q̇. Matrix JE is the extended Jacobian matrix defined in (3.24). The
corresponding control block scheme is shown in Fig. 4.3.

qd

q̈d

M

JT (q)
F

q

q̇

n(q, q̇)

q̇d

Kj

Dj

Kj = JT (q)KkJ(q)

Dj = JT (q)DkJ(q)

Robot

Figure 4.3: Stiffness control with inverse dynamics in the joint space (SJA)

This structure aims at compensating the natural dynamics of the manipulator by the
inverse dynamics. In case of an accurate dynamic model of manipulator, the control is
expected to be independent from the manipulator dynamics and to provide good perfor-
mance also for high velocities. It is remarkable that all the control actions in this control
scheme go through the inertia matrix of the manipulator, so that the overall performance
of this control scheme will strongly depend on the modeling accuracy. In case of modeling
inaccuracy, all the control action is deteriorated in a way that the error of the inertia
matrix is further propagated.

As an alternative, to reduce sensitivity to model accuracy, the Wen-Bayard [136] modi-
fication to (4.17) may be applied as follows:

τ = M (q)q̈d + Dj
˙̃q + Kjq̃ + n + JT (q)F . (4.18)

This control law is exactly the same as the previous one (4.17), except for a separation of the
control actions from the inertia matrix. Consequently, it is less dependent on the modeling
accuracy of the inertia matrix. Substituting this control law (4.18) into (4.1), we obtain
the following dynamics of position error under assumption of a perfect compensation:

M (q)¨̃q + Dj
˙̃q + Kjq̃ = 0, (4.19)

which shows that the position error converges to zero depending of the positive definite
inertia matrix M , damping matrix Dj and stiffness matrix Kj. The corresponding block
scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4.4.

Joint Space PD Control (PDJ)

By setting the matrices Kj and Dj in equations 4.17 and 4.19 as constant diagonal ma-
trices, one obtains the basic joint space PD control algorithm [111, 118]. Since impedance
parameters are specified in joint space, the resulting Cartesian impedance is nonlinear and
configuration dependent. For this reason, this algorithm is not suitable for interaction
control. However, it will be used extensively as a motion control algorithm, due to its
simplicity and robustness against modeling errors. The arm impedance will be governed
by the impedance control algorithm in the outer loop, as described in the next section.
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Figure 4.4: Stiffness control with modified inverse dynamics in the joint space (SJB)

4.2.2 Impedance Control in Task Space (IMP)

The core idea behind the impedance control (IMP) [52] is that instead of controlling in-
dividual positions and forces directly, it controls the dynamic response of the robotic
manipulator by establishing a virtual mass-spring-damper system on the end-effector in
the form of (4.5). This equation may be solved for force, given motion variables, leading
to so a called force-based impedance control. Another possibility is to solve the equation
for motion variables, given measured force, which leads to position-based impedance con-
trol or admittance control. To formally define a mechanical impedance, besides the actual
end-effector frame Σe and the desired end-effector frame Σd, it is worth introducing the
compliant frame Σc, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The compliant frame describes the end-effector

���

��� 	�


F

Impedance
Control Control

Motion
Environment

Kinematics

Robot / 

Forward

Figure 4.5: Impedance control strategy; Σd, Σc, Σe are desired, compliant and end-effector
frames, F - measured wrench (forces and torques)

position and orientation when it is in contact with the environment, so that the contact
force and moment are governed by the user specified impedance, a so-called target or de-
sired impedance. In other words, when the end-effector moves in free space, the impedance
controller does not modify the desired end-effector frame Σd so that the end-effector fol-
lows the desired trajectory. When the end-effector is in contact with the environment,
the impedance controller modifies the frame Σd according to the contact wrench F and
returns the compliant frame Σc, which must be followed by the end-effector during the
contact. Consequently, the impedance control is active only in contact. This means that
in situations when no contact force/torque is sensed, the compliant frame Σe is identical
with the desired frame Σd.
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Translational Impedance

As mentioned earlier, the goal of the impedance control is to make the end-effector be-
have as a linear and decoupled mechanical impedance characterized by a virtual mass M ,
damping D and stiffness K matrices with regards to the measured contact force f . This
can be written for the translational impedance as follows:

M pp̈dc + Dpṗdc + Kppdc = f , (4.20)

the subscript ’p’ denotes the translational parameters; pdc, ṗdc and ṗdc denote the difference
pdc = pc − pd between the desired and compliance frames (for translational part p only)
and its first and second derivative, respectively. In case of free space motion (f = 0)

ṗdc
ṗ

c

pdc

p̈
c

p
c

pd

p̈dc

p̈dṗd

f
M pp̈dc + Dpṗdc + Kppdc

Figure 4.6: Block scheme of translational impedance equation

pdc converges to zero, so that the end-effector trajectory completely relies on the inner
position control loop. In case of constrained motion (f 6= 0), the desired trajectory pd is
modified by the difference pdc. This results in the compliant trajectory pc = pd+pdc, which
serves as a desired trajectory for the inner motion control loop. Such control scheme is
illustrated in Fig. 4.6. In this way, we can specify the dynamic response of the end-effector
to a certain contact force. Since the impedance parameters are matrices, different dynamic
characteristics can be assigned for different directions if necessary.

Rotational Impedance

As already pointed out in Chapter 3.2.2, the angular displacement (orientation error) Odc

between the frames Σd and Σc, expressed by the unit quaternion, is the vector part of the
following product

Qdc = {ηdc, εdc} = Q−1
c ∗ Qd. (4.21)

The quaternion Qdc expresses the mutual orientation between those two frames.
Similarly to the translational impedance, the rotational impedance is defined as

M oω̇dc + Doωdc + K
′

oεdc = µ, (4.22)

where µ is the contact moment with respect to the compliant frame Σc. The stiffness
matrix K ′

o is defined as
K ′

o = 2ET (ηdc, εdc)Ko, (4.23)

with E as in (3.15). The rotational impedance equation (4.22) is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. It is
noted that quaternion product is used to calculate the orientation of the compliant frame.
Rotational velocity and acceleration are computed in the same way, as for the translational
impedance. Similarly to the case of translational impedance, different parameters can be
assigned to different directions.
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Figure 4.7: Block scheme of rotational impedance equation

4.2.3 Mixed Stiffness-Impedance Approach

As discussed in the preceding sections, impedance equation modifies the desired trajectory
according to the measured contact force measured at the wrist. Since force measurement
on the robot elbow is not available, it is not possible to apply the impedance equation
(4.5) to the redundant DoFs of the manipulator. Nonetheless, the self motion can also be
controlled in a compliant manner by combining the impedance controller with a stiffness
controller (e.g., STT) as the motion controller in the inner loop. For the coordinates, for
which the force measurement is available (position and orientation of the end-effector), the
gains in the inner stiffness control loop must be set considerably high in order to achieve
good tracking of the compliant coordinates [pc Qc]. The null space impedance parameters
Kθ and Dθ are set in the inner loop and θc = θd. Other approaches to compliant control of
redundant manipulators use optimization procedures that do not allow the explicit control
of the self motion; it is governed by the local optimizer [90, 94, 100].

4.3 Experimental Comparison of the Control Algorithms

Extensive experimental work was carried out to effectively compare the performance of
various control schemes with regard to teleoperation. In the succeeding sections the can-
didate control schemes will be summarized, the comparison criteria will be discussed and
the corresponding test scenarios and experimental results will be examined.

Candidate Control Schemes for Experiments

The candidate control laws for experimental evaluation are listed as follows:

STT : Stiffness control in the task space with gravity and friction compensation. The
corresponding control law of Fig. 4.1 is

τ = JT
E(q)(Dk

˙̃xE + Kkx̃E) + f + g + JT (q)F .

RAC : Stiffness control in the task space with inverse dynamics. The corresponding control
law of Fig. 4.2 is

τ = M (q)J−1
E (q)

(

ẍE + Dk
˙̃xE + Kkx̃E − J̇E(q, q̇)q̇

)

+ n + JT (q)F .

SJA : Stiffness control with inverse dynamics in the joint space in which Cartesian stiffness
and damping matrices are mapped into the joint space. The corresponding control
law of Fig. 4.3 is

τ = M (q)(q̈d + Dj
˙̃q + Kjq̃) + n + JT (q)F .
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SJB : This control law is obtained by modification of SJA with the aim of a reduction of
sensitivity to modeling accuracy. The corresponding control law of Fig. 4.4 is

τ = M(q)q̈d + Dj
˙̃q + Kjq̃ + n + JT (q)F .

IMP-SJB : Impedance control with SJB as inner position control.

IMP-STT : Impedance control with STT as inner position control.

IMP-RAC : Impedance control with resolved acceleration scheme (inverse dynamics con-
trol) in the task space.

IMP-PDJ : Impedance control with conventional PD control in joint space. This control
scheme will also be referred to as IMP only.

In all control schemes except IMP-PDJ, the extended task space vector xE (3.21) and the
(7× 7) augmented manipulator Jacobian JE (3.24) are used. To represent orientation and
orientation error, the unit quaternion is applied in all schemes.

4.3.1 Criteria for Evaluation

The tasks that the teleoperator is required to execute can be categorized into two groups:
free space motion, and constrained motion during contact. All candidate controllers should
serve as a possibly accurate position control as long as the manipulator is in free space
motion. For this reason a tracking experiment is carried out. Since the manipulator is a
highly complex kinematic structure, the mapping between joint and task space is extremely
nonlinear, which contributes to coupling effects in Cartesian coordinates. This may be
observed especially during fast motions. Ideally, controllers should excite motion only in
the desired directions and the other coordinates should not be influenced. This feature
may be well seen in step responses. The impedance parameters are crucial for stability
and performance of the teleoperation control loop, see chapter 5. Teleoperation requires
that the apparent manipulator impedance matches precisely the desired impedance. Next
important issue is the ability to control self motion in a compliant manner. Motion of
the redundant DoFs (self motion) is a key to handle unexpected contacts that cannot be
recognized by means of the wrist force - torque sensors. These are typically collisions of the
robot links with the environment or another manipulator. In such a case, soft elbow can
yield its current posture without causing any end-effector motion and afterward recover its
original configuration. In human environments, this is at the first stage a safety measure
to handle impact of the manipulator on humans.

From what has been discussed, trajectory tracking, direction decoupling and impedance
display fidelity are chosen as basic criteria for performance comparison. The computational
burden and robustness against singularities are chosen as side criteria. The following
experimental test scenarios are described:

• Trajectory Tracking & Direction Decoupling: The tracking error and the cou-
pling between the coordinates will be investigated by means of motion step responses.

• Impedance Display Fidelity: The fidelity of the impedance display is judged by
comparing the apparent manipulator impedance to the impedance specified in the
controller.
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4 Manipulator Control

Table 4.1: Control gains for the trajectory tracking

Control Scheme K [N/m] D [Ns/m]
SJA 103·[6 6 6 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5] [70 70 70 40 40 40 40]
SJB 103·[6 6 6 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5] 102·[1 1 1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6]
STT 103·[6 6 6 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5] 102·[1 1 1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6]
RAC 103·[6 6 6 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5] 102·[1 1 1 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6]
PDJ 103·[49 39 39 39 11 11 11] 10·[9 9 9 9 5.4 5.4 5.4]

• Robustness to Singularities: Every control using inversion of the manipulator
Jacobian suffers from the singularity problem, since there are certain configurations
in which the manipulator Jacobian cannot be inverted. Hence the control methods
using the inverse Jacobian, such as the resolved acceleration scheme, will not be
implemented in teleoperation scenarios and are considered here only as a reference
to compare the performance of the candidate controls.

4.3.2 Trajectory Tracking

To demonstrate the coupling effects in the task space, the step responses for every task
space coordinate are recorded. However, most of the investigated controllers require accel-
eration input, which means that the desired trajectory needs to be differentiated twice. To
avoid problems caused by the differentiation noise, a smooth approximation of rectangular
pulses is generated using a fifth-order polynomial with zero initial and final velocities and
accelerations. The rising time of the pulse is 0.5 s, as seen in Fig. 4.8. The maximum step
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Figure 4.8: Desired pulse trajectory with its derivatives

value A for end-effector position is 0.1 m, the corresponding orientation is 0.087 rad, and
the elbow angle defined as 0.1 rad. Such a choice of parameters, resulting from maximal
velocity/acceleration properties of the motion of human arms, is actually over-scaled for
precise manipulation. Dexterous manipulation with tools has velocity/bandwidth require-
ments of 10 % of the aforementioned requirements, see [7, 87].

During the experiment there is no contact with the environment, so that the impedance
control will not modify the desired trajectory. In this case, the control schemes IMP-SJB,
IMP-STT and IMP-RAC are exactly identical as with SJB, STT and RAC, respectively.
Therefore, the following control schemes are tested: SJA, SJB, STT, RAC, and IMP-PDJ.
The control gains used in the above control schemes are chosen to be high and are sum-
marized in Tab. 4.1. The control gains K and D are defined in task space, only for
PDJ they are specified in joint space. The gains are chosen high to achieve good tracking.
The PDJ controller is tuned according to [118], aiming at a critically damped closed loop
system.
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• Recorded Trajectory: SJA
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Figure 4.9: Trajectory recorded with SJA
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Figure 4.10: Norm of the tracking errors in the joint and in the task space for SJA
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• Recorded Trajectory: SJB
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Figure 4.11: Trajectory recorded with SJB
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Figure 4.12: Norm of the tracking errors in the joint and in the task space for SJB
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• Recorded Trajectory: STT
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Figure 4.13: Trajectory tracking with STT
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Figure 4.14: Norm of the tracking errors in the joint and in the task space for STT
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• Recorded Trajectory: RAC
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Figure 4.15: Trajectory tracking with RAC
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Figure 4.16: Norm of the tracking errors in the joint and in the task space for RAC
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• Recorded Trajectory: IMP-PDJ
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Figure 4.17: Trajectory recorded with IMP-PDJ
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Figure 4.18: Norm of the tracking errors in the joint and in the task space for IMP-PDJ
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The step responses are collected in Fig. 4.9-4.18. The maximum steady state errors along
each direction are listed in Tab. 4.2.

Table 4.2: Maximum steady state error for different controllers

Control Maximum steady state error [m] ([rad])

Scheme [p̃x p̃y p̃z ox oy oz θ̃ ]

SJA [ 0.0133 0.0080 0.0042 0.0013 0.0071 0.0006 0.0055 ]

SJB [ 0.0026 0.0015 0.0009 0.0002 0.0007 0.0001 0.0014 ]

STT [ 0.0008 0.0009 0.0004 0.0002 0.0001 0.0005 0.0009 ]

RAC [ 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0004 0.0003 0.0012 0.0004 ]

PDJ [ 0.0010 0.0010 0.0007 0.0003 0.0001 0.0022 0.0001 ]

The best performance is found in RAC control, followed by STT and IMP-PDJ. Thus
a natural choice for the tracking controller is RAC. However, there are certain practical
problems with its implementation in a teleoperation scenario. First, the inversion of the
manipulator Jacobian is sensitive to mechanical singularities, and the damped inverses,
developed in Sec. 2.3.4, have not been tested for control at this point. Second, RAC con-
trollers require the desired acceleration signal. Whereas with the other control schemes
the acceleration may be set to zero for low velocities, here, it is used for motion generation
and cannot simply be omitted. In the future implementation the desired trajectories will
be generated using an input device that is equipped with encoders for motion sensing. The
acceleration signal is obtained by twin differentiation and, due to the noise, is practically
useless. So this control scheme is used here just as a reference. Outstanding tracking is
achieved with STT and IMP-PDJ controllers, what makes them good candidates for further
investigation. Poor tracking performance found in Fig. 4.9 (SJA) can be explained by the
fact that all control actions in this scheme have to go through the inertia matrix and its in-
accuracy deteriorates the control performance. Therefore, SJA cannot be practically used
as long as the modeling accuracy is not guaranteed. The SJB method, a modified version of
SJA, where the sensitivity to the inertia matrix was reduced, yielded much better tracking
performance. It has only about one fifth of the maximum steady state error of SJA. These
findings force us to conclude that the inertia matrix developed and used throughout this
thesis has a certain degree of inaccuracy.

Comparing SJB with STT shows that STT has about one half of the SJB maximum
steady state error. It requires also less computational power, since it is executed without
mapping of the gain matrices into the joint space JT

EDkJE and JT
EKkJE.

Table 4.3: Mean tracking error

Control Mean tracking error

Scheme p̃ [10−3m] õ [10−3rad] θ̃ [10−3rad] q̃ [10−3rad]

SJA 1.2075 0.5083 1.7756 1.6692

SJB 0.2820 0.4674 2.1931 0.2415

STT 0.1593 0.0587 0.2030 0.0808

RAC 0.0115 0.0037 0.1788 0.5498

PDJ 0.2799 0.4406 0.0150 0.0079
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4.3 Experimental Comparison of the Control Algorithms

The coupling effects may be clearly seen in the step responses in Fig. 4.9 - 4.18. As
a quantitative measure, the mean of the tracking error is exploited. Tab. 4.3 shows the
mean values for position, orientation and elbow error, as well as the joint space error.
Again, the best performance is found for RAC controller, then for STT and IMP-PDJ.
Concluding, the stiffness control in the task space STT offers the second best trajectory
tracking performance after RAC. The mapping of the control gains into the joint space is
not effective.

4.3.3 Impedance Display Fidelity

The goal of this experiment is to test the compliance controllers with respect to the quality
of the impedance display they provide. The testing method consists of identifying the
apparent manipulator impedance and comparing it to the target impedance specified by
the controller. The apparent manipulator impedance is found in the following experiment:
the manipulator is required to hold a constant position, while a force is manually applied to
its end-effector. The experiment comprises a series of manual “push and release” actions
performed on the end-effector. The position x and the force F readings are used for
identification of the mass, damping and stiffness parameters, as defined in (4.5). Since the
impedance itself is a dynamic system, identification of the impedance parameters is not
an easy task. The parameters that depend on the position derivatives especially require
high velocities and accelerations, which are difficult to realize in the described setup. As
a result of this, we have to accept certain amount of error in the identified mass and
damping parameters. A more sophisticated apparatus is necessary to find those parameters
correctly. However, in contact situations, one can approximate the impedance as pure
stiffness, which can be found with high accuracy. Concluding, the force/displacement
relationship is identified as zeroth (stiffness only) impedance for slow motion and first and
second order impedance for fast motion. Matlab Identification Toolbox is used as the
identification tool.

Stiffness Fidelity

For simplicity of presentation, we consider a single DoF case. At the first stage, the appar-
ent stiffness is identified as a quasi-static relationship f = Kx̃. The stiffness coefficient K
is a good approximation of zeroth order impedance. A relatively low velocity of 0.5 cm/s
is applied, so that the damping and inertial terms in the manipulator impedance may be
neglected. Although this method is valid only for low velocities, it is robust and gives
a good insight into the stiffness properties of the investigated controllers. To compare
them quantitatively, a stiffness fidelity ζK is defined as relationship between the apparent
stiffness Ka and the stiffness specified by the controller Kd:

ζK = 1 − |Kd − Ka|
Kd

. (4.24)

In case of perfect stiffness display, ζK = 1 is achieved. This test is carried out for the
following control schemes: SJB, STT and the combinations IMP-PDJ, IMP-SJB, IMP-STT.
It turned out that it is not crucial what kind of motion controller is combined with the
impedance controller. The only assumption is that its bandwidth and stiffness are much
higher than the desired impedance. Since a high gain joint space controller fulfills this
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4 Manipulator Control

requirement, we present the results obtained for the IMP-PDJ combination (the results
for IMP-SJB and IMP-STT are similar).
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Figure 4.19: Applied force f vs. translational displacement x̃. Left: SJB, Kd = 104 N/m and
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Figure 4.20: Left: applied force f vs. translational displacement x̃ for IMP, Kd = 450 N/m
and Ka = 50

0.11
≈ 454 N/m. Right: applied moment µ vs. rotational displacement ϕ̃ for

impedance controller, Kd = 50 Nm/rad and Ka = 2.5
0.047

≈ 53 Nm/rad

Fig. 4.19 illustrates the force/displacement relationship for the x coordinate obtained
with the SJB and STT controllers. Fig. 4.20 shows corresponding results for the IMP con-
troller: for one translational and for one rotational DoF. Ideally, the relationship between
the applied force (torque) and the resulting translational (rotational) displacement is lin-
ear. Instead, we can see a number of curves corresponding to push and release actions.
For both stiffness controllers we can see a hysteresis, and for the impedance controller an
ellipsoid. The apparent stiffness and the stiffness fidelity measure ζK are calculated and
listed in Tab. 4.4. As one can see, the performance of the impedance controller is superior

Table 4.4: Apparent stiffness Ka and stiffness fidelity ζK

Control Scheme Kd Ka ζK

SJB 10000 N/m 5384 N/m 0.5384
STT 6000 N/m 3500 N/m 0.5833

IMP-PDJ 450 N/m 454 N/m 0.991
IMP-PDJ 50 Nm/rad 53 Nm/rad 0.94

to both of the stiffness controllers.
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4.3 Experimental Comparison of the Control Algorithms

The stiffness fidelity ζK in SJB and STT is less than 0.6, which means the apparent
stiffness at the end-effector is less than 60 % of the desired stiffness. Such limited stiffness
fidelity can be explained by the fact that the manipulator Jacobian has only local meaning;
hence the converted stiffness Kj = JT KkJ can also give only a local relationship between
the joint torques and the joint angles. Although this reasoning is correct, it does not explain
the limited stiffness fidelity ζK with STT, in which the stiffness matrix is not converted
into the joint space. The other possible reason for the limited ζK is a limited tracking
performance. Both stiffness controls still have nonzero steady state error after releasing
the applied force, which results in the hysteresis seen on the stiffness plots. This is the result
of the imperfect dynamic model of the manipulator used for compensation. Both stiffness
controllers rely strictly on the proper generation of the motor torques. In practice, certain
part of these torques is wasted for the compensation of model uncertainties, and not used
for shaping of the end-effector impedance. Hence the apparent stiffness is smaller than the
desired one. This can be proved in a numeric simulation: we simulate the behavior of the
SJB and STT controllers for the complete dynamic model of the 7 DoF arm with 100%, 90%
and 80% accuracy in the friction part. The results are shown in Fig. 4.21. We observe the
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Figure 4.21: Applied force vs. translational displacement for STT and SJB controllers, for
100% (solid line), 90% (dashed line) and 80% (dotted line) accuracy in the friction model,
K = 500 N/m.

hysteresis proportional in size to the model uncertainty. Moreover, for the SJB controller,
we can see the slight bending of the curve for larger displacement. This is due to the only
local validity of the Kj = JT KkJ mapping. For those reasons the desired stiffness values
for both the stiffness controllers must have been chosen considerably higher than for the
impedance controllers, otherwise we could not obtain sufficient tracking performance.

On the contrary, IMP-PDJ exhibits outstanding fidelity both in translational direction
(0.9911) and in rotational direction (0.94), and the end-effector comes back to the initial
position after releasing the force. This is due to the fact that the desired impedance is
shaped in an outer loop, by means of motion commands and not torque commands. Motion
is executed independently in the inner motion control loop by a controller, which is robust
against the model inaccuracy. As mentioned before, the experiment confirmed that any
motion controller can be applied, provided its sufficient motion bandwidth.

Fig. 4.22 shows the stiffness curves for the stiffness in 6 DoF for a IMP-PDJ combination.
The motion controller is a high gain controller, so that modeling errors vanish. Again,we
can see outstanding performance of this controller. The elliptic character of the curves is
a result of non-zero velocities during the experiment. However, the stiffness fidelity is very
good: the desired stiffness is Kd = diag(900 900 900 50 50 50) N/m (Nm/rad). The identi-
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Figure 4.22: Stiffness curves in 6 DoF for impedance controller

fied stiffness in 6 DoF is Ka = diag(839.46 877.22 856.50 49.12 49.05 49.52) N/m (Nm/rad)
which corresponds to the stiffness fidelity of (0.93 0.97 0.95 0.98 0.98 0.99) for the corre-
sponding coordinates.

Higher Order Dynamics with Impedance Controller

In order to identify the higher order dynamics (first and second order impedance), we
perform a similar experiment, but with motion of higher velocity. Although the exper-
iments were performed for all the investigated controllers, the results for STT, SJA and
SJB are omitted here for the space reason. The results for IMP controller are gathered in
Tab. 4.5. As we can see, the desired stiffness and damping are displayed with a very good

Table 4.5: 6 DoF impedance properties of the impedance controller, the indices d, a, p, o refer
to the desired and apparent values of position and orientation impedance parameters

Experiment I Experiment II

Mpd Dpd Kpd Mod Dod Kod Mpd Dpd Kpd Mod Dod Kod

16 240 900 ox 0.7 10 50 1.6 120 90 0.07 5 5

Mpa Dpa Kpa Moa Doa Koa Mpa Dpa Kpa Moa Doa Koa

x 2.64 236 839 ox 0.60 10.8 48.1 x 1.30 118.3 90.2 ox 0.14 4.87 5.37

y 0.77 232 859 oy 0.59 10.7 49.0 y 1.96 120.2 89.1 oy 0.10 4.90 5.22

z 8.39 243 856 oz 0.56 10.5 49.5 z 1.68 120.3 89.1 oz 0.08 5.00 5.00

fidelity. The identification results suggest that the inertia (mass) part is reproduced less
accurately. This is not the case: the large error in the inertia part is a result of the identi-
fication method (Matlab Identification Toolbox). In order to identify the inertia properly,
higher accelerations are necessary, which in the current setup are not available.

The conclusion drawn from the data for stiffness and damping display fidelity is that
the impedance controller works as a very efficient impedance display, and it proved to be
the best of all the tested controllers.
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4.4 Summary

Impedance Properties of Joint Space Control

To make sure the motion controller used in combination with the impedance controller
acts as a high impedance (stiff) block, it is necessary to investigate the impedance
properties of the applied joint space control law. We use a joint space high gain
PD controller, with its gains tuned to be K j = 103diag(49, 39, 39, 39, 11, 11, 11) and
Dj = diag(90, 90, 90, 90, 54, 54, 54). The gains were found empirically, as the highest gains
within the stability margin. The resulting Cartesian impedance is configuration-dependent
and varies between the different workspace points. For this reason we perform the same
experiment at the same position as for the other controllers. This will give us at the in-
sight into the structural impedance of the manipulator. The 6 DoF impedance parameters
identified in this experiment are shown in the Tab. 4.6.

Table 4.6: Impedance properties of joint space PD control

M p Dp Kp M o Do Ko

x 13.3 13 463 12 280 ox 0.51 513 1 773
y 39.3 39 334 26 729 oy 0.41 1 410 394
z 7 7 490 16 721 oz 0.6 608 698

As in the previous experiments, the identified mass and damping, due to relatively low
velocities, are burdened with considerable amount of error. However, we are interested
more in the order of the impedance than in its exact value. The identified impedance is
composed of the impedance of the actuators and of the mechanical structure. The resulting
values are sufficiently high in compare to those of the impedance set in the IMP controller,
see Tab. 4.5. These findings allow to conclude that the PDJ motion controller is stiff enough
(has sufficient bandwidth) to be combined with the impedance controller in the outer loop.

4.4 Summary

All candidate control schemes have been tested with respect to the prescribed criteria and
the results are summarized in Tab. 4.7, and ranked in a 1 (best) - 5 (worst) scale.

Table 4.7: Comparison of all the candidate control schemes

Control Impedance Tracking Stiffness Null-space Computation
Scheme Order Performance Fidelity Impedance Burden

SJA 1 5 - definable 3

SJB 1 4 0.54 definable 3

STT 1 3 0.58 definable 2

RAC 1 1 - definable 5

IMP-SJB 2 4 '1 definable 4

IMP-STT 2 2 '1 definable 3

IMP-RAC 2 1 '1 definable 5

IMP-PDJ 2 3 '1 undefinable 1
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4 Manipulator Control

Regarding the tracking performance, it is not possible to state any difference between
the stiffness control and impedance control with inner position loops, since the impedance
control does not modify the desired trajectory in free space motion. The best tracking
performance is achieved when the inverse dynamics control is employed in the task space
RAC, followed by STT and PDJ. Comparing the control schemes SJB, in the joint space
and STT in the task space, the joint space controller has no merits over the task space
control. Moreover, converting the stiffness matrix from task space into joint space requires
higher computational burden.

In the stiffness control strategies SJA, SJB, STT, high stiffness is required to achieve
satisfactory tracking performance, so the manipulator may still experience excessive con-
tact forces. The impedance fidelity for lower impedances is poor. On the contrary, the
impedance control IMP-SJB, IMP-STTcan provide superb impedance fidelity in a wide
range of displacement, as long as the bandwidth of the underlying motion controller is
sufficient.

In order to estimate the computation burden, the execution time of a single computation
loop was measured. Since the exact numbers vary in different phases of the experiments,
the results are ranked relative to the IMP-PDJ control scheme.

In the succeeding teleoperation experiments, see Sec. 5.5, the IMP-PDJ controller will be
used for the cases that do not require null space compliance; otherwise the IMP-STT combi-
nation will be applied. RAC method will not be implemented in the teleoperation system,
due to its requirement of acceleration input and excessive computational load.
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In order to achieve the goals specified in the introduction, i.e., to control the telemanip-
ulator remotely, it is necessary to develop an appropriate control structure. This chapter
presents the analysis of the telemanipulation control loop consisting of the haptic input
device, the telerobot and a latency-free communication link, see Fig. 1.1. We implement
the methods developed within the preceding work at our group [71? ], and use the system
for testing the control algorithms specific to the telerobot. The new aspect in compare
to [71] is that we use only one force/position architecture, and one universal controller
for both motion in free space and constrained motion in contact. In the work [71] differ-
ent control strategies were used for different contact situations. Switching between them
was reported to be a source of severe stability problems. Our strategy provides a smooth
transition from free space to constrained motion. This is possible thanks to the powerful
impedance controllers developed in the previous chapter.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.1 the teleoperation control architectures
and the methods for their evaluation are summarized. It is shown that the two chan-
nel force/position architecture used in the current setup is a special case of the general
four channel architecture. The complete control structure and measures of stability and
performance are defined in Sec. 5.2. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 introduce the requirements for
telerobotic systems that come from psychophysical analysis of human perception. Tun-
ing methods for the impedance parameters of the slave manipulator is formulated as an
optimization problem in time and frequency domain, with the purpose of assuring sys-
tem stability and high transparency. Finally, in Sec. 5.5, the experimental results for a
tele-assembly experiment (tightening a screw) in 6 DoF are presented.

Such an experiment is intended to be a benchmark topping the control strategies devel-
oped in the previous chapters. Although the analysis shown below is performed for a single
DoF case, results may be extended to a 6 DoF case. Thanks to the high performance local
controllers, the Cartesian space may be viewed as six independent, non coupled directions.

5.1 Telemanipulation Control Architectures

In order to evaluate the above-mentioned control architectures, it is essential to recall
a model of the human arm, the environment, and both master and slave manipulators.
The relation between the variables force f(t) and position x(t) is similar to the relation
between voltage u(t) and current i(t), which is named as mechanical impedance, see (4.5).
The dynamic characteristic of the system that is described by its mass M , viscosity D and
stiffness K and represented in Laplace domain as

Fi(s) = (Mis
2 + Dis + Ki)Xi(s) = Zi(s)Xi(s), i = {m, s, h, e} (5.1)

where the subscripts {m, s, h, e} stand for master, slave, human and environment.
Xi(s) and Fi(s) are the position and the force, and Zi(s) is the mechanical impedance.
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5 Telemanipulation Control Loop

5.1.1 Two-port Model of the Bilateral Teleoperation System

The teleoperator and operator can be modeled as a two-port network element relating
force and position of the master manipulator Fm and Xm, to the force and position of the
slave manipulator, Fs and Xs, see Fig. 5.1. The master, slave, and communication channel
models are lumped into a linear-time-invariant (LTI) master-slave two-port network (MSN)
block. According to Hannaford [44] it can be represented by a two-port network hybrid

Teleoperation

Interface

+

−

Remote Task

+

−

Local Operator
Xh

Fh Fe

Zt Zh

Xe

Zh Ze

Figure 5.1: General two-port network model

matrix:
[

Fh

−Xe

]

=

[

h11 h12

h21 h22

] [

Xh

Fe

]

= H

[

Xh

Fe

]

, (5.2)

where Fh, Fe are the force exerted on the master and on the slave, Xh, Xe are the operator
and the environment positions, respectively; hij (i, j = 1, 2) represent the hybrid param-
eters that are functions of the master, the slave dynamics, and their control parameters.
Note that the impedances are not defined as force/velocity but force/position relationship.
Although the force/velocity representation has the advantage that the power is immedi-
ately given by the terminal variables of the two port, it introduces a pole/zero pair at the
origin that causes complications in stability analysis, which is purely an artifact of the
representation [19]. Here, the force/position representation is used to avoid these com-
plications. In the following a linear latency-free model will be considered as the primary
physical model throughout the analysis. The two-port network representation will be used
to analyze the transparency of the teleoperation system.

5.1.2 Four Channel Bilateral Control Architecture

Important issues for a haptic system are the performance evaluation and controller design
for providing a stable high-fidelity system.

• Stability is of primary concern in feedback control systems. In a teleoperation system,
instability can cause an undesirable feeling to the user that distorts the transparent
interaction with the environment. It can also be dangerous if the manipulator can
output high force or velocities.
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5.1 Telemanipulation Control Architectures

• Once the stability criterion is satisfied, the performance of the system is evaluated.
Position/force tracking and fidelity of the displayed impedance are the two measures
employed to determine the performance of the system. Tracking refers to a measure
of how well the slave (master) manipulator can follow the position (force) commanded
by the master (slave) manipulator. Transparency measure is the degree of distortion
of the feeling between the operator and the remote environment.

In 1993, Lawrence proposed a unified four-channel bilateral control architecture [74] that
communicates the sensed forces and positions from the master to the slave, and vice versa.
Fig. 5.2 shows a block diagram of a four-channel teleoperation system with master, slave
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Figure 5.2: General bilateral control architecture of Lawrence

and communication link models, as well as, operator and environments models. Lawrence
asserted that all four channels should be used to obtain transparency. By using all four
channels, the dynamic equations of the master and the slave are obtained:

RmXm = Fm − CmXm − C4Xs − C2Fs (5.3)

RsXs = C1Xm + C3Fm − CsXs − Fs (5.4)

where Rm and Rs denote the linear dynamic models of the master and slave respectively,
and Cm and Cs represent local position controllers of master and slave. Independently of
Lawrence, Yokokohji [142] has developed a general control architecture that is similar to
that of Lawrence. The exclusive difference is the local force feedback (the dashed blocks)
that is appended on the master and slave sides. Therefore the equations are transformed
as follows:

RmXm = Fm + C6Fm − CmXm − C4Xs − C2Fs (5.5)

RsXs = C1Xm + C3Fm − CsXs − C5Fs − Fs (5.6)
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5 Telemanipulation Control Loop

The hybrid parameters hij in (5.2) are represented then as:

h11 =
(Rm + Cm)(Rs + Cs) + C1C4

(1 + C6)(Rs + Cs) − C3C4

(5.7)

h12 =
C2(Rs + Cs) − C4(1 + C5)

(1 + C6)(Rs + Cs) − C3C4

(5.8)

h21 = −C3(Rm + Cm) + C1(1 + C6)

(1 + C6)(Rs + Cs) − C3C4

(5.9)

h22 =
(1 + C5)(1 + C6) − C2C3

(1 + C6)(Rs + Cs) − C3C4

(5.10)

5.1.3 Stability and Performance Analysis of a Two-port System

Transparency and stability are the two most important factors in teleoperation systems, on
the other hand the relation between them is a conflicting issue. There are many different
criteria to judge the stability and performance of a teleoperation system. According to
[45], an LTI two-port network (5.2) is absolutely stable if and only if:

• the hybrid parameters h11 and h22 have no poles in the open right-half-plane

• any poles of h11 and h22 on the imaginary axis are simple and have real and positive
residues

• the inequalities hold:

Re{h11} ≥ 0 ∧ −Re{h12h21}
|h12h21|

+ 2
Re{h11}Re{h22}

|h12h21|
≥ 1. (5.11)

Those criteria are called Llewellyn’s absolute stability criteria and depends on the network
parameters alone and are not subject to the operator or environment.

Besides stability, transparency is the principal goal of the teleoperation system. Ac-
cording to Lawrence, perfect transparency is achieved if the impedance transmitted to the
human operator is equivalent to the environmental impedance [74]

Zt = Ze, (5.12)

where Zt, Ze represent the transmitted impedance perceived by the operator through the
teleoperation system and the environment impedance, respectively. Zt can be expressed
in the light of the hybrid parameters as [45]:

Zt =
h11 + ∆h · Ze

1 + h22Ze

, (5.13)

where ∆h := h11h22 −h12h21. If the hybrid parameters are not functions of Zh and Ze, the
complete transparency condition can be expressed as:

H =

[

h11 h12

h21 h22

]

=

[

0 1
−1 0

]

. (5.14)
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In order to judge the performance, one have to investigate the concrete form of each
hybrid parameter. To simplify the analysis of the telepresence and to quantify the trans-
parency, one can use Zt as a criterion, which is examined for extreme values of Ze:

Ztmin := Zt|Ze=0 = h11 (5.15)

Ztwidth := Zt|Ze→∞ − Ztmin =
−h12h21

h22

(5.16)

Ideally, the good performance (complete transparency) is characterized by |Ztmin| → 0 and
|Ztwidth| → ∞. This expression is equal to the condition (5.14).

5.1.4 Two Channel Bilateral Control Architectures

Two-channel control architectures are the simplest and most intuitive architectures. In
contrast to the four-channel architecture, the two-channel architecture means the relevant
constraints are equal to zero. In the following paragraph four typical two-channel bilateral
control architectures will be analyzed [45], in order to select the most appropriate one.

1. Force-Position architecture
In F-P architecture, which is known as flow forward or force feedback, the constraints
C3 = 0 ∧ C4 = 0, see Fig. 5.2. Namely, the master position is sent as a command to
the slave, while the interaction force at the slave is sent back directly as a reaction
force to the master. In terms of the two-port model and the complete transparency
condition (5.14), the control parameters for satisfying perfect transparency must be
set as follows:















C1 = Rs + Cs 6= 0;
C2 = 1 + C6 6= 0;
C5 = −1;
Cm = −Rm.

(5.17)

2. Position-Force architecture
Similarly, in P-F architecture the constraints C1 = 0∧C2 = 0; the idea is to send the
interaction force at the master as a reaction force to the slave, and the slave position
is passed to the master. The transparency condition (5.14) is specified as follows:















C3 = 1 + C5 6= 0;
C4 = −(Rm + Cm) 6= 0;
C6 = −1;
Cs = −Rs.

(5.18)

We can see that the complete transparency can be achieved by using the F-
P and P-F architectures, if and only if we select appropriate control parameters
C1, ..., C6 and CS.

3. Position-Position architecture
This architecture means the constraints C2 = 0∧C3 = 0. To satisfy the transparency
condition, C5 should be ’-1’, but it will result in h12 = 0 and the transparency
condition (5.14) cannot be satisfied.
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5 Telemanipulation Control Loop

4. Force-Force architecture
Similarly, this architecture means the constraints C1 = 0 ∧ C4 = 0. Likewise, to
satisfy the transparency condition, Cm should be ’−1’, but it will result in h21 = 0
and the transparency condition (5.14) cannot be satisfied.

From the above-mentioned two architectures, we can see that transparent teleoperation
is impossible in the P-P and F-F architectures. As a conclusion, in the practical
implementation presented in the following section, the F-P architecture will be exploited.
On the contrast to the previous research on the teleoperation conducted at the Technische
Universität München, see [71], where different controllers are used for different contact
situations, the method applied here avoids switching of the control mode applying only
one controller for both free space motion and for the contact.

5.2 Analysis of the Teleoperation Control Loop

The present bilateral model is constructed on the basis of the above-mentioned analysis
of the F-P two-channel architecture with local force feedback, namely C3 = C4 = 0, C5

and C6 are not equal to zero at the same time. To simplify the analysis, only one degree
of freedom will be taken into account, from which the conclusion is applied to the other
dimensions.

Fig. 5.3 shows the functional model of the present teleoperation system. The master
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Figure 5.3: Simulation model of the present teleoperation system

site consists of the ’Haptic Display’ with corresponding ’Motion Controller’, the dynamic
behavior of the haptic display is governed by the ’Desired Dynamics’ block. The human
operator is modeled as a force source Fext and passive impedance of the arm, named ’Hu-
man Impedance’. The slave site has a similar structure, plus the environment modeled as
’Environment Dynamics’ block. The basic functionality of this system may be described
as follows. The human operator exerts a force Fext on the master force sensor. According
to the desired dynamics, a motion is generated and executed on the haptic display using
the motion controller. The actual motion Xm of the master is measured and transmitted
via communication link to the remote manipulator and executed there by the slave motion
controller. When the remote manipulator comes in contact with the remote environment,
a force Fe is sensed, transmitted back to the master controller and displayed to the oper-
ator. According to the desired slave dynamics force Fe is also used for modifying the Xm

trajectory, resulting in the Xs trajectory.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation model of the present teleoperation system

Provided we have fast, high bandwidth motion controllers and perfect sensors and ac-
tuators, we can considerably simplify the structure, to the one shown in Fig. 5.4, where
the Zm and Zs are the desired master and slave impedances, Zh is the impedance of the
operator arm (human), Ze is the environment impedance. All impedances Zi have the
form of (5.1). The following relations may be written:

• closed loop transfer function

Gf =
Fe

Fext

=
ZeZs

ZeZs + (Zh + Zm)(Zs + Ze)
(5.19)

• open loop transfer function

Go =
ZeZs

(Zh + Zm)(Zs + Ze)
(5.20)

• impedance displayed to the operator (transmitted impedance)

Zt = Zh + Zm +
ZeZs

Zs + Ze

(5.21)

• transparency of the whole system

Gt =
Ze

Zt

=
Ze(Ze + Zs)

(Zh + Zm)(Zs + Ze) + ZeZs

. (5.22)

We will show that the presented structure is a special case of the general bilateral control
architecture from Sec, 5.1.2. From (5.7) and the precondition of the F-P architecture
(5.14), the hybrid parameters are written as follows:

h11 = Rm+Cm

1+C6

h12 = C2

1+C6

h21 = −C1

Rs+Cs
h22 = 1+C5

Rs+Cs

. (5.23)

To find the relationship between the general bilateral control architecture and the practi-
cally implemented model, we perform a comparison of Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.4. On the slave
side, the relationship between the Xs and Xm are obtained through the calculation of the
transfer functions:

Xs

Xm

=
C1

Rs + Cs + C5 + Ze

(5.24)

Xs

Xm

=
Zs

Zs + Ze

. (5.25)
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Comparing (5.24) and (5.25) , and from the transparency condition h22 = 0, we obtain
C1 = Zs, C5 = −1, Rs + Cs = Zs + 1. Similarly, we can write the signal equations for the
master side as follows:

(Rm + Cm)Xm = (Fext − ZhXm)(1 + C6) − C2Fe (5.26)

ZmXm = Fext − ZhXm − Fe, (5.27)

which leads to C2 = 1, C6 = 0 and Rm + Cm = Zm. The hybrid matrix of our present
system takes the form

H =

[

Zm 1
−Zs

Zs+1
0

]

. (5.28)

Note on the implementation

The Zs = Mss
2 + Dss + Ks and Zm = Mms2 + Dms + Km are the desired impedances of

the master and slave subsystems. We assume they are freely tunable, on the assumption
that perfect sensor/actuator and controllers are present in the system. At this point it is
necessary to mention that in order to achieve the functionality of a force controlled device,
the stiffness Km and damping Dm of the master must be set to zero, so that Zm = Mms2.

Transparency Analysis

According to (5.12), to achieve perfect transparency, the transmitted impedance should be
the same as the environment impedance Zt = Ze. To achieve this, the hybrid parameters
in matrix (5.28) must fulfill the following conditions: h11 = h22 = 0 and h12h21 = −1,
so the first conclusion regarding transparency may be drawn. Perfect transparency is not
attainable in the present system, because it requires setting Zm = 0 and Zs = ∞. This is
not possible, due to hardware constraints. Further we will analyze how close we can get to
the perfect transparency using only Zm and Zs as tuning parameters. The transparency
function in the frequency domain is defined as follows:

Gt =
Zt

Ze

=
(Zm + Zh)(Ze + Zs) + ZeZs

Ze(Ze + Zs)
, (5.29)

where Zt is given by Zt=Fext/Xm. Ideally, complete transparency in the single degree-
of-freedom case requires that Gt=1. Practically, sufficient transparency is such that the
magnitude of the transparency function Gt is unity and the phase is zero within a certain
bandwidth larger than the sensory and motor bandwidth of the human operator [117],
which is usually up to 20 Hz.

It is interesting to analyze the transparency from the steady-state point of view, which
may also be seen as a low frequency approximation. According to the final-value theorem

lim
t→∞

Gt =
KeKs + Kh(Ke + Ks)

Ke(Ke + Ks)
, (5.30)

and the requirement Gt = 1, the parameter Ks, which is the only tunable variable should
satisfy the following equation:

Ks =
K2

e − KhKe

Kh

. (5.31)
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The conclusion is drawn that high stiffness of the slave side leads to better transparency
in the case of contact with very stiff environment, and with respect to contact with soft
environment, the stiffness of the slave side should not be high.

If the impedance of human can be neglected, the above formula is rewritten as

lim
t→∞

Gt =
Ks

Ke + Ks

=
1

Ke

Ks
+ 1

, (5.32)

so that the best transparency is achieved if the Ke = 0 or Ks = ∞.

Since we are only interested in the certain frequency domain, which is determined by
the sensory and motor bandwidth of the operator [117], the above-mentioned method can
be expressed in the frequency domain as follows: the magnitude response should be equal
zero dB and the phase response to zero degree. In order to find out his frequency range,
we review shortly the human psychophysic characteristics.

5.3 Telerobotic Response Requirement

Telepresence represents an upper bound on the required response of a teleoperation sys-
tem because the human cannot utilize or command data beyond one’s capacity. Namely,
there is a frequency range or bandwidth, within which one can perceive the force, and
additional bandwidth or response capability would simply go unused. The operator in the
telepresence system acts in dual roles. On the one hand, as a signal generator that sends
position signal to the telerobot. On the other hand, as a receiver with an inherent input
signal bandwidth limitation. According to [73], humans have asymmetrical input/output
capabilities. Namely, the bandwidth of the human output is more narrow than of the
human input. The haptic perception is a complex exploratory act integrating two distinct
modes:

• Tactile sensors provides information about compressive stress (∼ 10 Hz), skin motion
stimulus (∼ 30 Hz), vibration (50 − 400 Hz) and skin stretch (very low frequency).

• Proprioceptors sense the muscle contraction and tension, while kinesthetic receptors
sense the angle and velocity of joint movement which is useful for the detection of the
transmitted impedance. About the exact bandwidth of these forms of sensory there
is no explicit assertion, and the estimates of proprioceptive/kinesthic bandwidths are
in the range of 20-30 Hz. The actual bandwidth is considerably less, and reported
to be 7 Hz [73].

• It is known that the long time behavior is determined by low frequencies. If the
operator moves very slowly, then this behavior may be considered as the quasi steady-
state, with the bandwidth of maximum 1.2 Hz [73].

On the basis of the above analysis, different frequency ranges will be selected to define the
quality function to achieve better transparency.
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5.4 Controller Tuning

The goal of the present controller design is the increase of the performance of the closed loop
telemanipulation system. The performance will be assessed by means of the transparency
defined as

• fidelity of the transmitted impedance Zt = Ze

• force tracking in contact with the environment Fm = Fs

• position tracking in free space motion Xm = Xs.

It is important to mention that due to the built-in compliance in the slave manipulator,
the position tracking in contact will not be perfect. Though in constrained motion, it is
the force tracking that dominates the system performance, so in the following only the first
two criteria will be considered.

A number of simplifications are executed to make the analysis tractable:

• The analysis is performed for 1 DoF only, based on the assumption that the DoFs are
not internally coupled. This feature is provided by the local impedance controllers.

• Due to the specific implementation of the impedance controller on the mater side, see
[131, 132], the minimum impedance that does not destabilize the master controller is
Zm = Mms2 with Mm = 10 kg for translational DoFs. The damping Dm and stiffness
Km are set to zero.

• The actuators and sensors are taken for perfect, i.e., the apparent impedance is
identical with the one assigned in the controller, and the signals read from sensors
are noise-free and not delayed. For an analysis of the system with imperfect actua-
tors/sensors, see [71].

• We assume the impedance parameters of the human arm are constant Mh = 0.8,
Dh = 5, Kh = 400 and come from biomechanical research of [83].

• Because we concentrate on the tele-assembly tasks (see the experimental section),
the main assignment for the whole system is to provide the user with sufficient
haptic information about the shape and stiffness of the environment. We do not
plan transportation tasks or working in a viscous environments. As a result, we
assume the environment impedance consists of pure stiffness Ze = Ke.

In the following we find the optimal values of the only tunable parameters in the loop: the
impedance parameters of the slave manipulator Zs.
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Figure 5.5: Influence of slave impedance parameters, and the environment stiffness on the
root locus of the closed loop teleoperation system.

Stability Analysis

Assuring the stability of the whole system is, in case of negligible latencies, conceptually
very straightforward. Either we check if the Llewelyn stability condition in (5.11) is ful-
filled, or we prove if the denominator of the closed loop system in (5.19) is Hurwitz. Since
the problem is multidimensional, it is not obvious how to choose the tunable parameters.
Therefore it is advantageous to investigate how they influence the closed loop root locus,
shown in Fig. 5.5. As we can see, all parameters may destabilize the closed loop after
having exceeding some boundaries. The above method allows for checking if the chosen
controller parameters result in a stable system. However they do not provide any tool
for assessing and/or increasing the system performance. This shall be the subject of the
following sections.

The Quality Function in Frequency Domain

To find the optimized parameters, it is important to define an appropriate quality function.
To optimize the transparency, the quality function originates directly from the equation

Gt(jω) ≡ 1. (5.33)

Ideal transparency means that the amplitude A(ω) =| Gt(jω) |= 0 dB and the phase shift
ϕ(ω) = Arg(Gt(jω)) = 0 rad within definite frequency domain 0 ≤ ω ≤ ωn. Since Gt

may be seen as a dynamic system that is a minimum phase system (it does not have zeros
in the right half s plane), and according to the character of the minimum phase system,
stating that ϕ(ω) can be calculated from A(ω), we can considerably simplify the analysis
focusing only on the amplitude curve. So the quality function is given as follows:

IA =

∫ ωn

0

| 20 log(A(Gt(jω))) | d(log ω). (5.34)
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According to [114], the transparency measure allows to determine the frequency range
within which one would expect the system to accurately transmit impedance. Hence, the
main task is to select a rational frequency range ωn. Through the simulation and the
practical experience, one can see that the bandwidth of the present bilateral telemanipula-
tion system and transparency transfer function is narrow, which is lower than 6 Hz in the
absence of time delay. Additionally, these two bandwidths depend on the environment,
i.e., rigid objects and sharp edges require large bandwidth.

• According to the previous section, from the psychophysic point of view, an upper
bound on human force control bandwidth is about 20 Hz. So the frequency range
that will be used in quality function is limited to 0 − 20 Hz.

• Since such bandwidth is not actually necessary, and not achievable with the present
hardware, we restrict the frequency range to 0 − 1.2 Hz, similarly to [71].

The Quality Function in Time Domain

In time domain, the ideal transparency is equivalent to ideal force or position tracking on
both sides. However, force tracking plays a dominating role in the case of contact with
environment. Hence, in order to investigate the influence of the force tracking error on the
transparency, we can also define the force error as a new quality function. From Fig. 5.4
we can deduce the error transfer function as follows:

Gerror =
1 + ZhZm + ZeZs + ZeZhZmZs

1 + ZeZm + ZhZm + ZeZs + ZeZhZmZs

(5.35)

Because of the contradiction between the steady-state error and the dynamic character,
only the tracking error within two seconds is taken into account, and the settling time is
not taken into account. Hence, the quality function can be expressed as:

If =

∫ 2

0

| ef |2 dt, (5.36)

where

ef = fm − fs.

On the basis of the identified environment impedance, the corresponding optimized
parameters of the slave impedance are found using the optimization toolbox in MATLAB
(The MathWorks, Inc.). Six optimization results have been obtained by employing different
quality functions for two different environment objects are shown in Tab. 5.1.

The impedance parameters of the slave robot must be tuned for a concrete task, i.e.,
the environment impedance must be known in advance. Strategies handling multiple en-
vironment types, and very rigid environments are subject to further research. For the
assembly task described in the next section, a heuristically tuned controller is used, as a
low bandwidth, critically damped impedance Zsp = 16s2 + 240s + 900 for translational
DoFs and Zso = 0.7s2 + 10s + 100 for rotational DoFs.
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5.5 Teleoperation Experiment

Table 5.1: The optimal Zs for different quality functions
Environment Quality function Zs

sponge Ke ≈ 850 N/m
IA (0 − 1.2 Hz) 30s2 + 328.76s + 932.92
IA (0 − 20 Hz) 6.56s2 + 60s + 278.20

If 20s2 + 94.6s + 2634.7

rubber Ke ≈ 2400 N/m
IA (0 − 1.2 Hz) 30s2 + 3000s + 9845.4
IA (0 − 20 Hz) 10.3s2 + 189.1s + 1566.2

If 14.3s2 + 193.8s + 4136.7

5.5 Teleoperation Experiment

The experimental setup, see Fig. 5.6, consists of the haptic input device VisHaRD10, the
7 DoF slave manipulator and the stereo vision system. According to the bilateral control
structure, the motion of the operator is read by the master device and sent as desired
positions to the slave impedance controller. The measured contact forces are sent back as
the input to the master admittance controller. The devices communicate over the UDP
network with a sampling rate of 1 kHz, which is the same as for the local loop control.

Both manipulators are built using commercially available components combined with
aluminum/steel construction elements. The actuation torque is provided by DC-motors
coupled with harmonic drive gears offering zero backlash. The motors are actuated by
PWM-amplifiers supplying a control of the motor current at a bandwidth of 2.5 kHz. In
order to permit force feedback control the devices are equipped with a six-axis JR3 force-
torque sensor providing a bandwidth of 8 kHz at a comparatively low noise level. The
joint angles are measured by digital MR-encoders with a resolution of 4 096 counts per
revolution, resulting in a comparatively high position resolution when multiplied with the
corresponding gear ratio. For the particulars regarding the slave construction see App. A.3
and for the details of the haptic interface VisHaRD10, see [131, 132].

The vision system consists of two CCD cameras placed on a 3 DoF camera head. The
recorded video streams are displayed on the head mounted display (HMD) carried by the
operator. The HMD has a built in tracker, which is used for controlling of the motion of
the camera head. Such a setup provides the operator with a realistic visual information
about the location of the objects, the environments, and the telemanipulator. Here the
anthropomorphic construction of the telemanipulator plays an important role: the operator
can drive it as if it were his/ her own arm. The visual information is useful not only for
motion generation, but also for handling the contact and minimizing the effects of impact.

The experiment consists of three tasks:

• tracking of free space motion

• haptic exploration of different materials (soft and stiff), see Fig. 5.7a

• driving a screw with an aluminum tool, see Fig. 5.7b. This last experiment consists
of three phases: contact with extreme stiff materials, a classic peg - in- hole operation
and manipulation in a constrained environment.
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stereo camera head

slavemaster

Position

Force

ViSHaRD 10 7DoF Telerobot

Vision

HMD

Figure 5.6: Experimental system architecture

Fig. 5.8 and 5.9 show the position and force tracking performance during haptic exploration
of different materials (see Fig. 5.7a). The shaded areas indicate several contact phases. One
can see that during free space motion the position tracking of the slave arm works very well,
while in the contact situation, as a consequence of the implemented impedance controller,
the slave position differs from the master position. Please note that as the force tracking
is very good, this position displacement influences the displayed and felt environmental
impedance in such a way that hard objects are perceived softer then they are. As the
master controller is of admittance type, which reacts on the human force input, non-zero
forces during free space motion are necessary to change the actual end-effector position.

Fig. 5.10 and 5.11 show the position and force tracking performance during the two
screwing phases. Screw tightening differs from the simple exploration scenario as more
than one translational and rotational constraint is active at the same time. One can see
that the position displacement is small in comparison with the displacement during the
exploration experiments. Also it can be noticed that the force tracking is outstanding in all
translational and rotational directions. As the y-direction represents the actual screwing
axis, torques around it should be interpreted as human torque inputs necessary to change
the robot end-effector orientation. The active compliance introduced by the impedance
control of the slave arm emulates a human like compliant behavior when interacting with
the environment and enables screw tightening without destruction of the screw and the
tool.

5.6 Summary

This chapter introduced the concepts of bilateral teleoperation. Issues regarding stability
and performance in a two channel architecture were discussed. A simple tuning method
for the slave impedance based on the time and frequency domain performance indices was
given. As a benchmarking experiment for the motion and interaction control strategies,
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a) b)

aluminium cone

soft sponge
screwdriver steel screw

Figure 5.7: Slave side: a) different materials for haptic exploration b) the screw and the
screwdriver

a tele-assembly experiment in 6 DoF was performed. As the human - robot interface, a
10 DoF haptic interface was used. The experimental results show very good tracking of
positions in the free space motion and forces in contact states. The deterioration of the
tracking performance in contact is the result of relatively low impedance of the slave robot
and could be avoided at the moment. Future work in the direction of variable impedance
control is necessary.
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haptic exploration experiment
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screw tightening experiment
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6 Collision Avoidance with Virtual Forces in
Dual Arm Teleoperation

This chapter is devoted to coordinated control of a dual-arm robotic system in teleopera-
tion specific manner. Robotic task capability can be greatly expanded by having two arms
work together. Although this is an inherent capability of humans and animals, dual arm
collaboration is an unproven robotic technology that requires complex geometric reasoning
and motion control. In multi-robotic systems sharing the common workspace, the major
operational constraint is that of collision detection and avoidance. Due to fatal conse-
quences of collisions, avoiding them is crucial in practical applications. It is necessary to
underscore the major difference between the teleoperated and autonomous modes in co-
operative control of manipulators. In teleoperation, tasks related to motion planning and
force closure are by definition entrusted to the human operator, and the telerobotic system
is to execute them as closely as possible. This may be the reason that collision avoidance
is hardly addressed in the teleoperation related literature, as being not necessary. This
is true as long as a single non-redundant telemanipulator is considered. In a redundant
multi robotic system, detecting and avoiding collisions on a local level is absolutely essen-
tial. This is due to the fact that the manipulators are driven by means of the end-effector
coordinates only. The operator controls exclusively the motion of the robotic “hands”.
The motion of the other manipulation links is controlled by a local controller, and the
redundant manipulator structure may lead to collisions.

Research in the area of collision avoidance, viewed from the perspective of teleoperation,
may be broadly divided into two categories: global and local. The global methodologies
are applied on the task planning level and require that the task and environment model
are known prior to the task execution. Because those conditions are not fulfilled in a tele-
operation system, such methods will not be considered further on. As local methods we
understand those, which can be potentially applied to unknown and dynamically changing
tasks; e.g., in a dual arm system, each arm becomes a moving obstacle for the other arm.

The teleoperation-related approaches to the collision avoidance problem [72, 143] include
user involvement by means of a visual display to alert one to the collision danger. Except
the conceptual simplicity, such methods are unacceptable in high performance teleopera-
tion. They draw the user attention away from the main task, tending to increase of the user
burden. In addition to that, the reaction time to visual information is high, in compare to
force or tactile sensing.

In the following chapter a method for collision avoidance between the teleoperated arms
is introduced, utilizing the intuitive kinesthetic feedback for collision display. Since in our
current teleoperation system the workspace of the master device is larger than this of the
telerobot, the collisions with the workspace boundaries must also be handled. The method
described here considers all types of collisions within on uniform framework.

This chapter has the following structure. First, the possible collisions are classified
into avoidable and unavoidable collisions. The avoidable collisions are those which can
be escaped exploiting the self motion of the redundant manipulator, e.g., hand to elbow
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6 Collision Avoidance with Virtual Forces in Dual Arm Teleoperation

collision. It is important that the main task, i.e., tracking the end-effector trajectories,
must not be influenced by this motion. All other collisions are classified as unavoidable.
Second, an algorithm for computing virtual forces related to the distance to collision is
introduced. Such a force mitigates against and finally stops the robot motion in the
endangered directions. It is also sent to the human operator so that it feels like virtual
spring keeping him/her from entering the forbidden regions. It should be stressed that this
approach works very intuitively in bilateral control systems, which was successfully tested
in the experiments. Third, a method for treating the avoidable collisions is described, which
defines the collision avoidance problem as an optimization task aiming at minimization of
the virtual force. The optimization is formulated on the position level of the inverse
kinematics and the extended kinematics formalism from Sec. 3.3, and executed locally by
the telerobot controller.

Finally, we present the experimental results for i) teleoperated collision avoidance with
the force display to the operator, and ii) collision avoidance with self motion and optimiza-
tion of a multiple objective functions from Sec. 2.5.1.

6.1 Collisions in Dual Arm Configuration

The problem of moving in space in the presence of environmental constraints, originated
initially in mobile robots applications. A mobile robot is to move from an initial position
to a target position without colliding with the obstacles. For a manipulator however,
the problem is more complicated. Not only must the end-effector avoid collisions with
the obstacles, but the whole robot body as well. This is why the prior work in collision
avoidance for manipulators is mainly concerned with robot link modeling and with methods
of minimum distance calculation [46, 61, 107, 115]. In the case of multiple manipulators
sharing the same workspace, each robot is effectively a moving obstacle to the other. Hence
each of them is influenced by the presence of the other one so that they must avoid each
other in the execution of their main tasks.

Collisions can be classified according to different criteria. In the current scenario the
characteristics of avoidability is most important. A collision is avoidable if it can be
prevented by executing a special motion generated by a local controller, while the robot is
still performing its main task, which is following the user generated trajectories. According
to this restriction, the escape motion must be the self motion of the redundant manipulator.
Correspondingly, a collision is unavoidable, if no such escape motion can be found.

Another possible classification is that with respect to the objects colliding. The range
of collisions the controller has to handle are shown in Fig. 6.1 and listed below:

A self collisions, including arm to arm and arm to base collisions: tool to tool (t2t),
tool to wrist (t2w), etc.

B special case of the arm to arm collisions: tool to elbow (t2e)

C collisions with the joint limits specified in Tab. A.1

D collisions with workspace boundaries

Regarding the workspace boundaries, the reachable workspace of the manipulator is defined
by the distance shoulder to wrist, that is the sum of lengths of the upper and lower arms.
The hand with the tool can take an arbitrary orientation.
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6.1 Collisions in Dual Arm Configuration

A B

DC
Figure 6.1: Types of collisions in the dual arm system: A - tool to tool (t2t), tool to wrist

(t2w), etc., B- tool to elbow (t2e), C - collisions with the joint limit, D - collisions with
workspace boundaries.

Desired Strategy for Collision Handling

Before proceeding, the teleoperation specific strategy for collision handling should be char-
acterized.

• The avoidable collisions should be avoided by the local controller, without involving
the operator on the master side. This must happen without disturbing the end-
effector trajectories. The escape motion must lie in the arm self motion: the elbow
rotation, see Sec. 2.1.2. As an example of this type of collisions are tool to elbow and
joint limits collisions.

• In case of the unavoidable collisions entailing the end-effector, a suitable information
should be displayed to the operator, with possible escape directions. The natural
choice for the user involvement is the force display.

• Violating the security distances should stop the manipulator motion preventing phys-
ical damages.
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6 Collision Avoidance with Virtual Forces in Dual Arm Teleoperation

In the following section we present a method fulfilling all those requirements in a unique
framework.

6.2 Robot Modeling and Collision Detection

Collisions are detected based on the knowledge of the manipulator model and its current
configuration. We use the collision detection algorithm based on minimum distance func-
tion, as introduced in [22]. The minimum distance function, defined by the Euclidean
norm, relates to the danger of collision between two objects. In case of multibody manip-
ulators, the minimum distance between the parts is considered. Although the CAD model
of the robot is available, the irregular shapes of the robot parts (motors, gears, cables, etc.)
make the exact modeling computationally expensive. A simpler representation of the parts
in 3D is necessary. In [141] several polyhedra are extensively investigated: cuboids, prisms,
cylinders, polyhedrons, ellipsoids, spheres and cyclispheres. It has been found that spheres
and cyclispheres are an excellent choice for use in modeling objects in a robot’s workspace
because of their computational simplicity. Very little information has to be stored in order
to fully define such shapes. The drawback of modeling with simple geometric shapes is
that these shapes may not be able to provide a sufficiently detailed and accurate model.
Since computational burden is an important factor, the spherical representation will be
used in practical implementation. The robot links are represented by three spheres with
their centers at the link two ends and at its middle.

6.3 Virtual Forces Concept

The collision avoidance problem is solved using the virtual forces concept, based on poten-
tial fields similar to electrical potential field; the force is a function of the distance. The
goal is to prevent intrusion of the arm into the safety zone of other objects. For every
object a safety zone is defined, displaced from the object surface and described by means
of a safety distance dmin. Those distances are strictly related to the manipulator model
and established experimentally. The proximity to the objects, d is computed in real time,
and in case of |d| < dmin a virtual intrusion force f v(d) is generated and displayed to
the human operator. Several functions f v(d) are possible, one can distinguish two main
methods:

• function f v is a polynomial type function of the distance f v = p(d),

• a dynamic relation is assigned to the force, for example a spring-damper system
f v = kpd − kvḋ.

Heuristically, a quadratic potential field is chosen

f v(d) =

{

0, for |d| > dmin

− d
dmin

2dmin(dmin−|d|)

|d|2
, for |d| ≤ dmin

. (6.1)
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6.4 Collision Avoidance with Redundancy Utilization

The goal is to create an impression of a fictitious spring located at the object safety
zone pushing the manipulator end-effector into the “right” direction. In order to nullify
this force, the operator drives the robot into the direction of the free space. In Fig. 6.2
an example force field is shown. It illustrates the xy projection of the virtual force as
“seen” by the end-effector of the left arm. A simple point to point distance computation
with spherical geometry is utilized. The distances to the right end-effector (tr), wrist
(wr), shoulders (sr and sl) as well as to link middle points approximate sufficiently well
the desired force field, while demanding minimum computation load. This is important,
because the potential field is being computed online due to the movement of the arms.
The force field in Fig. 6.2 is a superposition of all the point to point-based forces and the
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Figure 6.2: Potential feld as “seen” by the left arm: projection on thr xy plane

force generated by the workspace boundary. As we can see, it is splitting the reachable
workspace into safe (white) zones and forbidden zones, marked by colors corresponding to
the generated force.

6.4 Collision Avoidance with Redundancy Utilization

Certain types of collisions may be escaped by means of the self motion of the redundant
kinematic structure, without perturbing the main robot trajectories. By self motion we
consider the elbow motion as described in Sec. 2.1.2. To achieve this, we formulate the
collision avoidance problem as an optimization problem aiming at minimization of the
virtual forces. Consider the tool to elbow type of collisions depicted in Fig. 6.1B. Using the
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6 Collision Avoidance with Virtual Forces in Dual Arm Teleoperation

virtual forces concept we can generate the motion so as the virtual forces acting on one of
the arms are minimized by the self motion the other arm. Let’s consider the left arm. The
norm of the virtual force, as “seen” by its end-effector may be defined as a collidability
measure we would like to minimize

wCAl = ||
∑

i

kif i(di)||, (6.2)

where f i(di) are the forces corresponding to i chosen points on the right arm, di are the
distances to them, and ki is a weighing factor. Since the virtual force is in fact a function
of the robot configuration vector, it can be expressed as

wCAl = wCAl(qr, ql), (6.3)

where qr and ql are the joint coordinates of the right and left arm correspondingly. The
joint vector ql is a function of the desired Cartesian position xEl, defined using the extended
kinematics as combination of the end-effector position xl and the elbow angle θl

ql = IK([xl θl]
T ). (6.4)

Usually such problems are solved on velocity level as described in sec 2.5.1. In the current
optimization problem, xl and qr are considered constant and the optimal θl is found be
means of a numerically computed gradient of wCAl

θl new = θl old − µ
∆wCAl(·)

∆θl

, (6.5)

where µ is a constant. Applying the velocity-based gradient optimization method from
Sec. 2.5.1, one can achieve similar results with

q̇θl = (I − J#J)(
∂wCAl

∂ql

)T (6.6)

and
θ̇l = J θµ

′q̇θl, (6.7)

where J θ is the elbow Jacobian defined in (3.24), and µ′ is a positive constant.

6.5 Experimental Results

Teleoperated Collision Avoidance with Virtual Forces

Despite its simplicity, the presented method has proved its efficiency in the following ex-
periment. First, the collisions with the workspace limits are investigated. The user is asked
to drive the arm toward the workspace limit, using VisHaRD10 as haptic input device, see
Sec. 5.5. Fig. 6.3 shows the distance to collision d (A), the virtual force f (C) and the so
called security index s (E). The security index is set to 0 in a secure space, and to 1 in the
endangered zone. The manipulator is stopped then. In free space motion (d > 5 cm) no
force is generated, s = 0 and the user is allowed to move freely. Starting at the distance of
dmin = 5 cm to the workspace limit, see Fig. 6.3A, the virtual force is generated according
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Figure 6.3: Virtual forces and distances during collisions with workspace boundary (left) and
arm to arm collisions (right)

to the spring model of (6.1). The force is sent to the user, directing him/her in the direc-
tion of the free space. Since in the current experiment the maximum force is set to 40 N,
it is still possible to push into the workspace limit. As a security measure, an emergency
stop is executed when d reaches 1 cm, the security index is switched to 1 and the robot
stops waiting for the next plausible command.

Analogous situation is observed in case of arm to arm collisions. Fig. 6.3B shows the
distances for t2t, t2w and t2e types of collisions. The right arm is fixed in a chosen
configuration, and the left arm is approaching it at different positions. The virtual force
generated during this task is shown in plot D, and the security index in plot F. As we
can see, the method works very well, and it is also confirmed by the operators that it is
intuitive and not distracting.

Collision Avoidance with Self Motion

The following experiment illustrates the redundancy utilization for the purposes of fulfilling
additional kinematic criteria. First, it is necessary to avoid the collisions with the other
arm. Second, it is desirable to keep the current joint configuration as far as possible from
its joint limits without disturbing the primary task of the end-effector. Differently to the
previous experiment, the collision avoidance process should proceed without informing the
user about the collision danger, so only local optimizers are applied, controlling the elbow
motion. Therefore, joint limit avoidance and collision avoidance between both arms are
chosen as the objective functions, see Sec. 2.5.1 for more details.

Recall the multiple performance criteria formulation. A slightly modified objective func-
tion for joint limits avoidance is given as follows, [146]:

wJL(q) =
1

4

7
∑

i=1

(qiM − qim)2

(qiM − qi)(qim − qi)
, (6.8)
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where wJL denotes the objective function for the joint limit avoidance, qiM and qim denote
the maximum and the minimum joint limits for the i-th joint angle qi, respectively. If all
the joints are in the middle of their ranges, the value of wJL = −7, so the normalized
objective function

wJL(q) = exp(7 + wJL(q)) (6.9)

equals zero when all joint variables stand in the middle of their feasible ranges, and goes
to one at either limit.

In order to reduce the computational load necessary for the optimization, a simplified
objective function for collision avoidance is applied. Since we are interested only in dis-
tances that involve the elbow, we take the shortest distance d(q) = |d(q)| between the
elbow and the other arm as the basis for the objective function wCA:

wCA(q) =







1 for dM < d
d−dm

dM−dm
for dm ≤ d ≤ dM

0 for d < dm

. (6.10)

Such objective function is a modified virtual force model of (6.1) with normalization on the
0-1 range corresponding to minimum dm and maximum dM distances. These two objective
functions are combined using the formulation of Sec. 2.5.1 to define the self motion.

The experimental results are illustrated in Fig. 6.4. It shows the elbow motion described
with the angle θ and its derivative θ̇, the objective functions wCA and wJL with the
corresponding weighing factors cjl and cca, as defined in (2.74). Initially the left arm is
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Figure 6.4: Optimization of a multiple objective functions: arm to arm collision avoidance (no
background) with joint limits avoidance (shaded background)

placed far enough from the right elbow. After 7 s the left arm starts to move toward the
elbow of the right arm and at the time of 9 s it starts to move back. Therefore, the whole
process can be divided into three phases. In the first phase (left side of the shaded area in
the figures), there is no danger of collision, so that the criteria for joint limit avoidance is
dominant and wJL is minimized through the motion of the redundant DoFs (self motion).
However, since collision possibilities are induced in the second phase due to the approach
of the left arm (shaded ares), the collision avoidance wCA prevails and the self motion is
resolved to avoid the collision with the left arm while wJL is reduced. In the third phase,
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after the left arm moved back, wJL dominates again and the angle from the first phase is
recovered.

6.6 Summary

This section introduced the concept of virtual forces in teleoperation, aimed at solving
the problems of collision avoidance in dual configuration and workspace matching between
the master and slave devices. The virtual force is generated as a function of the distance
to the other arm and to the workspace limit. The advantage of this concept is twofold.
First, the human operator is informed about the danger of collision in a very intuitive
way using the force feedback (reaction time to force stimuli is much shorter than to visual
ones). Second, the virtual force is used as a quality index for the local controller. This
controller, aiming at minimizing of the virtual force, reduces the collision danger without
involving the operator. If the virtual force exceeds certain threshold, the security systems
are activated and the arms are stopped. The concept was tested for collisions of the arm
with the workspace and the other arm in a teleoperation scenario. Optimization of multiple
objective functions (arm to arm collision avoidance and joint limits avoidance) was applied
for the purposes of redundancy resolution on the local controller.
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7.1 Concluding Remarks

This thesis describes the complete design and control process of a dual arm anthropo-
morphic telemanipulator. The purpose of such a robot is to act on the remote site of a
telemanipulation system, mimicking the manipulation capabilities of human arms. Exten-
sive experimental work evaluated the outcomes of every development stage, considering
the requirements of the telemanipulator specified in Sec. 1.2. Thorough study of the de-
sign prerequisites and of the human biomechanical charcteristics shows that the desired
manipulator must be different from the commercially available industrial robots. Even
more so that the control methods are much more demanding and challenging.

The need for humanoid functionality forced us to construct manipulators of redundant
structure, possibly close to the kinematic structure of the human arm. Several sources
of biomechanical data were studied to extract the necessary kinematic and geometrical
information. Since the human arm is a complex apparatus (the human shoulder itself may
be modeled as more than 5 DoF), it was necessary to make certain simplifications. However,
the 7 DoF structure applied here, thanks to its large joint ranges, fulfills those geometrical
requirements very well. The Cartesian workspace does not suffer from choosing only one
degree of redundancy, and the characteristic elbow motion can be perfectly reproduced.

With the weight of about 13 kg, the arm reach (shoulder to force/torque sensor) of
0.86 m and the payload of 6 kg, this structure may be referred to as lightweight, but first
and foremost as human scaled. Efforts to mimic the power of the actuation of human
limbs has long been a target for constructors. Better results only have been achieved by
the Robotic Institute of the German Aerospace Center DLR, see [3, 50], at the cost of
incomparably greater engineering effort. The arms developed within this thesis are built
using commercially available components together with aluminium construction elements,
see App. A.3 for details.

Except the geometry, one of the most important anthropomorphic features is the abil-
ity to work in the singular configurations, see Sec. 1.2. Within this thesis, a series of
singularity-robust kinematic algorithms is investigated with respect to teleoperation, re-
sulting in proposing a very effective Weighted Damped Least Squares method that allows
for singularity traversing by limiting the joint velocities with simultaneous weighing of the
tracking error.

The problem of the arm redundancy is resolved using the extended kinematics concept,
whereas the arm self motion is defined in a physically meaningful way and the coordi-
nate representing it is added to the task space vector. This way the arm configuration
is uniquely defined so that the problems with non-repeatability of the redundant motion
are eliminated. The characteristics of the self motion of the human arm are described in
coordinates relative to the body, which are common across all the individuals. This is a
major difference from other approaches describing the elbow motion in absolute coordi-
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nates. Our method presented here does not require user calibration and is easy transferable
to anthropomorphic manipulators.

Major achievement in this thesis is the closed form inverse kinematic solution. Since it
is presented in an analytical way, the resolving of the task space trajectories into the joint
space is computationally very efficient. It thus gives thorough understanding of various
aspects of the arm kinematics such as singularities.

The compliance control methods are also comprehensively investigated. Performance of
several impedance and stiffness control algorithms is evaluated. The experimental identifi-
cation method made it possible to choose the most efficient algorithm. Due to the inherent
properties of the impedance control methods based on the wrist force measurement, the
redundant coordinates cannot be controlled in a compliant manner. The impedance con-
trol with stiffness control in the inner motion control loop solves this problem, offering the
exact impedance display on the robot end-effector together with the compliance of the self
motion. This is possible thanks to a concept of the extended kinematics and closed form
inverse kinematics solution. Namely, the self motion (elbow motion) coordinate is included
into the Jacobian as an extra row that lies in the space orthogonal to the classic Jacobian,
so that the mapping between the joint space torques and the null space torques is feasible.

Large part of the presented work consists of experiments related to teleoperation. Since
the 7 DoF arms are used in combination with different input devices resulting in a system of
dissimilar kinematics, there is a need to specify a unique kinematic interface for connecting
them. Mapping of positions, velocities, forces and torques is straightforward, but mapping
the orientations is not trivial. The first attempts using Euler angles turned out to be
unsuccessful due to the native representation singularities of Euler angles. Such approaches
limit the attainable workspace and are not acceptable in a dexterous manipulation system.
The four parameter representation based on unit quaternions is exploited both for motion
generation and for the interaction control.

The problems of workspace matching and the collision avoidance between the two co-
operating arms are solved using the concept of virtual forces. Approaching the other arm
or the workspace boundary generates a virtual force displayed to the operator using the
haptic interface and directing him/her into the safe zone. This method has the advantage
over visual or acoustic displays in that the reaction time is much shorter and the user
burden is lower.

It needs to be underscored that, although the presented manipulator has been devel-
oped for teleoperation purposes, practically all strategies are applicable to other kinds of
robots. The teleoperation scenario is chosen as a benchmark scenario of extremely high
requirements. Especially robots that are to work in human environments and have direct
physical contact with humans (service, rehabilitation, entertainment robots) may profit
from the singularity-robust kinematics and compliant interaction methods.

7.2 Future Work

A natural extension of the presented work is further hardware development with more
anthropomorphic features. First, hand and fingers should be combined with the arm,
to enable gripping of objects and fine manipulation. Second, in order to increase the
workspace and general manipulability, the complete upper body should be constructed
with a movable torso. A ball joint at the height of the human waist would be a good
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embodiment of such an idea. Third, the mobility of the whole system should be assured
using a mobile platform. Independently of the telerobot development, the master side of
the teleoperation system should be equipped with a wearable sensor system reading the
elbow motion of the human operator. Preliminary experiments proved that this is possible
even with relatively simple hardware.

The performance of the current manipulator may be increased by more accurate model-
ing of the manipulator and friction. The stiffness control methods investigated in chapter
4, despite their promising features and the existing torque interface to the robot joints,
suffer severely from modeling inaccuracy. Another possibility is to apply robust control
algorithms that are less sensitive to the modeling errors. An example of such an approach
is presented in our original work applying a version of sliding mode [68? ].

Although the compliance controllers developed in this thesis are powerful and exact, the
question of how the desired robot impedances should actually be tuned is still open. In all
presented experiments, the impedance is adjusted to assure system stability and optimize
chosen quality functions, and it is kept constant during the experiments. Our preliminary
work [66] showed promising results with variable impedance during various manipulation
phases, e.g., transition from free space to constrained motion.

It would be also advantageous to exploit additional information about the manipulated
objects and the environment by extracting this information from the existing sensors. Vi-
sion/force/motion sensors may support the local controllers with data about the distances
to contact, environment impedance, motion, etc. An example of local motion control is the
method of simultaneously avoiding collisions and joint limits introduced in Sec. 6.4. This
method works without involving the user in the collision avoidance process and is purely
local.

Teleoperation experiments regarding direct dual telemanipulation, due to the lack of dual
input device, have not been performed. Also other teleoperation experiments including load
transportation or working in viscous environments are subject to future work.
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A Appendix

A.1 Forward Kinematics for the 7 DoF Arm

The location of the robot end-effector is described with a homogeneous transformation
matrix

T 7
0 =

[

R p

0 1

]

, (A.1)

where T 7
0 is computed using the link homogeneous matrices as in [118]

T 7
0 = A1A2 . . . A7. (A.2)

The elements rij of matrix R are given with the following formulas:

r11 =s1(c3c6c7s5 + c7s3s4s6 + c3c5s7 + c4s3(c5c6c7 − s5s7))+

c1(s2(−c5c6c7s4 + c4c7s6 + s4s5s7) + c2(c7(c3c4c5c6 − c6s3s5 + c3s4s6) − (c5s3 + c3c4s5)s7))

r12 =c7(c5(c3s1 − c1c2s3) − (c4s1s3 + c1(c2c3c4 − s2s4))s5)−
(s1(c4c5c6s3 + c3c6s5 + s3s4s6) + c1(s2(−c5c6s4 + c4s6) + c2(c3c4c5c6 − c6s3s5 + c3s4s6)))s7

r13 =s1(c6s3s4 − (c4c5s3 + c3s5)s6)+

c1(c6(c4s2 + c2c3s4) + (c5s2s4 + c2(−c3c4c5 + s3s5))s6)

r21 =s1s2(−c5c6c7s4 + c4c7s6 + s4s5s7) − c1(c7(c4c5c6s3 + c3c6s5 + s3s4s6) + (c3c5 − c4s3s5)s7)+

c2s1(−s3(c6c7s5 + c5s7) + c3(c4c5c6c7 + c7s4s6 − c4s5s7))

r22 =c1(c3(−c5c7 + c6s5s7) + s3(c4c7s5 + c4c5c6s7 + s4s6s7))+

s1(s2(c7s4s5 + c5c6s4s7 − c4s6s7) − c2(c7(c5s3 + c3c4s5) + (c3c4c5c6 − c6s3s5 + c3s4s6)s7))

r23 =c6(c4s1s2 + (c2c3s1 − c1s3)s4) + (c5s1s2s4 + c1(c4c5s3 + c3s5) + c2s1(−c3c4c5 + s3s5))s6

r31 =c7(−c6s2s3s5 + c2(c5c6s4 − c4s6) + c3s2(c4c5c6 + s4s6)) − (c5s2s3 + (c3c4s2 + c2s4)s5)s7

r32 = − c7(c3c4s2 + c2s4)s5 + (c6s2s3s5 + (c2c4 − c3s2s4)s6)s7 − c5(c7s2s3 + c6(c3c4s2 + c2s4)s7)

r33 = − c2(c4c6 + c5s4s6) + s2(s3s5s6 + c3(c6s4 − c4c5s6))

(A.3)

and the elements of the vector p = [px py pz]T

px =s1((l5 + l7c6)s3s4 − l7(c4c5s3 + c3s5)s6)+

c1(s2(l3 + c4(l5 + l7c6) + l7c5s4s6) + c2(c3(l5 + l7c6)s4 + l7(−c3c4c5 + s3s5)s6))

py =c1(−(l5 + l7c6)s3s4 + l7(c4c5s3 + c3s5)s6)+

s1(s2(l3 + c4(l5 + l7c6) + l7c5s4s6) + c2(c3(l5 + l7c6)s4 + l7(−c3c4c5 + s3s5)s6))

pz =l1 − c2(l3 + c4(l5 + l7c6) + l7c5s4s6) + s2(c3(l5 + l7c6)s4 + l7(−c3c4c5 + s3s5)s6)

(A.4)
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The manipulator Jacobian is computed as given in [111, 118]

J = [J1J2 . . . Jn]

J i =

[

zi−1 × (on − oi−1)
zi−1

]

,

where zi is the unit vector showing the rotation axis of the i-th link, and oi denotes the
vector from the origin of the frame 0 to the origin of the frame i. The elements of J are
given below.

j11 =c1((l5 + l7c6)s3s4 − l7(c4c5s3 + c3s5)s6)−
s1(s2(l3 + c4(l5 + l7c6) + l7c5s4s6) + c2(c3(l5 + l7c6)s4 + l7(−c3c4c5 + s3s5)s6))

j12 =c1(c2(l3 + c4(l5 + l7c6) + l7c5s4s6) + s2(−c3(l5 + l7c6)s4 + l7(c3c4c5 − s3s5)s6))

j13 =(l5 + l7c6)(c3s1 − c1c2s3)s4 + l7(c3(−c4c5s1 + c1c2s5) + s3(c1c2c4c5 + s1s5))s6

j14 =(l5 + l7c6)(c4s1s3 + c1(c2c3c4 − s2s4)) + l7c5(s1s3s4 + c1(c4s2 + c2c3s4))s6

j15 =l7(c4s1s3s5 + c3(−c5s1 + c1c2c4s5) + c1(c2c5s3 − s2s4s5))s6

j16 = − l7(s1(c4c5c6s3 + c3c6s5 + s3s4s6) + c1(s2(−c5c6s4 + c4s6) + c2(c3c4c5c6 − c6s3s5 + c3s4s6)))

j17 =0

j21 =s1((l5 + l7c6)s3s4 − l7(c4c5s3 + c3s5)s6)+

c1(s2(l3 + c4(l5 + l7c6) + l7c5s4s6) + c2(c3(l5 + l7c6)s4 + l7(−c3c4c5 + s3s5)s6))

j22 =s1(c2(l3 + c4(l5 + l7c6) + l7c5s4s6) + s2(−c3(l5 + l7c6)s4 + l7(c3c4c5 − s3s5)s6))

j23 = − (l5 + l7c6)(c1c3 + c2s1s3)s4 + l7(c2s1(c4c5s3 + c3s5) + c1(c3c4c5 − s3s5))s6

j24 =(l5 + l7c6)(c2c3c4s1 − c1c4s3 − s1s2s4) + l7c5(c4s1s2 + (c2c3s1 − c1s3)s4)s6

j25 =l7(c1(c3c5 − c4s3s5) + s1(−s2s4s5 + c2(c5s3 + c3c4s5)))s6

j26 =l7(s1s2(c5c6s4 − c4s6) + c1(c4c5c6s3 + c3c6s5 + s3s4s6) + c2s1(c6s3s5 − c3(c4c5c6 + s4s6)))

j27 =0

j31 =0

j32 =s2(l3 + c4(l5 + l7c6) + l7c5s4s6) + c2(c3(l5 + l7c6)s4 + l7(−c3c4c5 + s3s5)s6)

j33 =s2(−(l5 + l7c6)s3s4 + l7(c4c5s3 + c3s5)s6)

j34 =(l5 + l7c6)(c3c4s2 + c2s4) + l7c5(−c2c4 + c3s2s4)s6

j35 =l7(c5s2s3 + (c3c4s2 + c2s4)s5)s6

j36 = − l7(−c6s2s3s5 + c2(c5c6s4 − c4s6) + c3s2(c4c5c6 + s4s6))

j37 =0

j41 =0

j42 =s1

j43 =c1s2

j44 =c3s1 − c1c2s3

j45 =s1s3s4 + c1(c4s2 + c2c3s4)

j46 =c4s1s3s5 + c3(−c5s1 + c1c2c4s5) + c1(c2c5s3 − s2s4s5)

j47 =s1(c6s3s4 − (c4c5s3 + c3s5)s6) + c1(c6(c4s2 + c2c3s4) + (c5s2s4 + c2(−c3c4c5 + s3s5))s6)
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j51 =0

j52 = − c1

j53 =s1s2

j54 = − c1c3 − c2s1s3

j55 =c4s1s2 + (c2c3s1 − c1s3)s4

j56 =c1(c3c5 − c4s3s5) + s1(−s2s4s5 + c2(c5s3 + c3c4s5))

j57 =c6(c2c3s1 − c1s3)s4 + (c5s1s2s4 + (c1c3 + c2s1s3)s5)s6 + c4(c6s1s2 + c5(−c2c3s1 + c1s3)s6)

j61 =1

j62 =0

j63 = − c2

j64 = − s2s3

j65 = − c2c4 + c3s2s4

j66 =c5s2s3 + (c3c4s2 + c2s4)s5

j67 = − c2(c4c6 + c5s4s6) + s2(s3s5s6 + c3(c6s4 − c4c5s6))

(A.5)

A.2 Analysis of the Elbow Motion

The elbow motion described in Sec. 2.1.2 does not influence the end-effector position,
therefore it is compelling to investigate the Jacobian null space analytically. To simplify
the problem, we consider only the positioning chain, consisting of the first 4 links. The
forward kinematics is described with the wrist position equation:

w =







l5c4s3 + c1(l5c2c3c4 + s2(l3 − l5s4))

l5c2c3c4s1 − l5c1c4s3 + s1s2(l3 − l5s4)

l1 + l5c3c4s2 + c2(−l3 + l5s4)






. (A.6)

After differentiation we obtain the wrist Jacobian Jwp

j11 = −l5c2c3c4s1 + l5c1c4s3 − s1s2(l3 − l5s4)

j12 = c1(−(l5c3c4s2) + c2(l3 − l5s4))

j13 = l5c4(c3s1 − c1c2s3)

j14 = −l5(s1s3s4 + c1(c4s2 + c2c3s4))

j21 = l5c4s1s3 + c1(l5c2c3c4 + s2(l3 − l5s4))

j22 = s1(−l5c3c4s2 + c2(l3 − l5s4)) (A.7)

j23 = −(l5c4(c1c3 + c2s1s3))

j24 = −l5(c4s1s2 + (c2c3s1 − c1s3)s4)

j31 = 0

j32 = l5c2c3c4 + s2(l3 − l5s4)

j33 = −l5c4s2s3

j34 = l5(c2c4 − c3s2s4)
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as the function of qw = [q1 q1 q3 q4]
T . Computing the null space of Jwp one gets the self

motion vector field

f self = I − J#
wpJwp = c [l5c3c4, l5c4s2s3, l5c2c3c4 + s2(l3 − l5s4), 0], (A.8)

where c is an arbitrary constant. The self motion vector field has the property

0 = Jwpf
T
self . (A.9)

Applying the extended kinematics concept, we compute the extended task space vector
and the extended Jacobian JEw for the wrist as

[

ẇ

θ̇

]

=

[

Jwp

∂θ
∂q

w

]

q̇w = JEwq̇w. (A.10)

Solving the inverse kinematics by means of the inversion of the extended Jacobian for
ẇ = 0 and θ̇ 6= 0 we obtain the joint velocities that perform the self motion

q̇w, self = J−1
Ew

[

0

θ̇

]

= cfT
self , (A.11)

where

c =
θ̇

s2

√

l23 + l25 + 2l3l5c4

·

1

(l3 + l5c4 − l5s4)(2l3s2
2 + l5c3s22(c4 + s4)) + l25(c22(3 + c23) + 2s2

3)s24

·

(4l23 + 5l25 − c22(4l23 + l25 + 3l25c24) + (A.12)

l5(−2(l5c23 − 8l3c4)s
2
2 + l5c24(−1 + 2c23s

2
2) + 8c3(l3 + l5c4)s22s4)).

As we can see, the described “elbow motion” is a special parametrization of the self motion
resulting from Jacobian analysis.
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A.3 Hardware and Implementation Details

The arms are built using commercially available components together with aluminium/steel
construction elements. The arm reach (shoulder to force/torque sensor) is 0.86 m, weight
in total approx. 13.5 kg, “worst case” payload is 6 kg. The motors are Maxon motors type
RE40, gears Harmonic Drive, see Tab. A.1 and photographs below for details.

Table A.1: Hardware details of the 7 DoF arm
Joint Link length Link twist Joint Limits Gear Type Gear Reduction

i li [m] αi [rad] [rad]
1 ±0.2655 π/2 - HFUC-25-160 160
2 0 π/2 [ 0.886, 5.397] HFUC-20-160 160
3 0.312 −π/2 - HFUC-20-160 160
4 0 π/2 [-2.377, 2.377] HFUC-20-160 160
5 0.312 −π/2 - HFUC-17-100 100
6 0 π/2 [-0.174, 0.174] HFUC-17-100 100
7 0.244 π/2 - HFUC-17-100 100

All motors: Maxon Motor RE40

Figure A.1: Dual anthropomorphic system Figure A.2: Photograph of the elbow joint

The motor torques are controlled by PWM amplifiers, operating in current control mode
with the reference given by a voltage from the D/A converter output of the I/O board
(Sensoray 626). The position of each joint is measured by an optic pulse incremental
encoder on the motor shaft and then processed by a quadrature encoder on the I/O board.
The force/torque is measured using a JR3 force/torque sensor. The control loops are
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composed of Matlab/Simulink blocksets; standalone realtime code for RT Linux is
automatically generated from the Simulink model.

A.4 Mass Properties of the Manipulator Links

The mass properties of the manipulator links are defined according to the standard robotic
notation of [97, 111, 118]. The coresponding coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 2.2 and
the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters in Tab. A.4.

Link 1 R L
Mass [kg] 2.563 2.563

Gravity
Center
[m]

l1
l2
l3

0
0.00021051
0.06052543

0
0.00021051
-0.0605254

Inertia
Matrix
[kgm2]

Ixx

Iyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

Iyz

0.00526792
0.00411581
0.00343615
0
0
0.00001325

0.00526792
0.00411581
0.00343615
0
0
-0.0000136

Link 2 R L
Mass [kg] 0.741 0.7435

Gravity
Center
[m]

l1
l2
l3

0.05767568
0.03592568
0.00050000

0.05767568
0.03592568
0.00050000

Inertia
Matrix
[kgm2]

Ixx

Iyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

Iyz

0.00074811
0.00155721
0.00172566
-0.0004307
0
0

0.00075063
0.00156246
0.00173148
-0.0004322
0
0

Link 3 R L
Mass [kg] 4.347 4.348

Gravity
Center
[m]

l1
l2
l3

0.12636277
0.00021867
-0.0000409

0.12624533
0.00021931
-0.0000408

Inertia
Matrix
[kgm2]

Ixx

Iyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

Iyz

0.00488360
0.02990713
0.03107129
0.00008151
-0.0000146
-0.0000030

0.00488555
0.02992364
0.03108881
0.00008186
-0.0000146
-0.0000030
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Link 4 R L
Mass [kg] 0.718 0.719

Gravity
Center
[m]

l1
l2
l3

0.05790828
0.03590828
0

0.05790828
0.03590828
0

Inertia
Matrix
[kgm2]

Ixx

Iyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

Iyz

0.00073228
0.00150488
0.00166032
-0.0004152
0
0

0.00073299
0.00150635
0.00166194
-0.0004156
0
0

Link 5 R L
Mass [kg] 3.19 3.2

Gravity
Center
[m]

l1
l2
l3

0.12642271
-0.0033447
0

0.12651493
-0.0033432
0

Inertia
Matrix
[kgm2]

Ixx

Iyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

Iyz

0.00312505
0.02029221
0.02152843
-0.0008537
0
0

0.00313099
0.02032211
0.02155613
-0.0008540
0
0

Link 6 R L
Mass [kg] 0.292 0.292

Gravity
Center
[m]

l1
l2
l3

0.03263961
0.03540350
0

0.03263961
0.03540350
0

Inertia
Matrix
[kgm2]

Ixx

Iyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

Iyz

0.00018275
0.00021136
0.00031704
-0.0000883
0
0

0.00018275
0.00021136
0.00031704
-0.0000883
0
0

Link 7 R L
Mass [kg] 2.278 2.279

Gravity
Center
[m]

l1
l2
l3

0.08768685
0
0

0.08768685
0
0

Inertia
Matrix
[kgm2]

Ixx

Iyy

Izz

Ixy

Ixz

Iyz

0.00133700
0.00839289
0.00839289
0
0
0

0.00133700
0.00839289
0.00839289
0
0
0
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